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ACUPUNCTURE

ACUPUNCTURE

ACUPUNCTURE
Aishi Acupuncture & Chinese
Herbal Center ............. 954-1829
Alice Shi, D.A., 1395 Atwood Ave, Ste
106, Johnston. www.aishiacu.com

S. Erin Baldt, D.A. ...... 946-7734
Acupuncture and Wellness Center of RI
1681 Cranston St., Suite H, Cranston.
www.awcri.com
(See ad below.)

Mark Brancato, D.A .... 941-5120
Nourishing Health, 90 Warwick Ave.,
Cranston. www.nourishinghealthri.com

Christopher Carlow, D.Ac.
........ 219-6446
Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine
982 Tiogue Ave., Coventry.
www.natureshealing.info

Center for Internal Medicine
and Healing ............... 434-3550
191 Nashua St., Prov.
www.cimh.com

Cate Chason, D.A.c ..... 621-7739
Providence.

Acupuncture is the practice of inserting very fine needles into the skin
to stimulate specific anatomic points
in the body (called acupoints) for
therapeutic purposes. Practitioners
might also use heat, pressure,
friction, suction, or impulses of electromagnetic energy to stimulate the
points. The acupoints are stimulated
to balance the movement of energy Qi - in the body to restore health.

Heather Dolan, Dipl.Ac., D.A.
......... 421-8074
144 Waterman St., Prov.

Emerging Energy Acupuncture
........ 228-8160
Mary Claire Dilks, D.Ac., M.S.T.O.M.
14 Imperial Place, #203, Providence.
emergingenergy.net (Ad next page.)

Patricia Gilmartin, D.Ac.
........... 886-7636
1130 Ten Rod Rd., N. Kingstown.
www.centerofbalanceri.com

Leon Harris, D.Ac.
........ 1-800-818-8418
www.drleonharris.com
5586 Post Rd., Suite 206, E. Greenwich.

Amelia Hirota, D.Ac., Certified
Herbalist ........................ 658-6184
5835 Post Rd., Suite 217., E. Greenwich
www.the-fertility-acupuncturist.com

Ling Cheng, D.Ac.
............ 846-3487
170 Aquidneck Ave., Middletown.
www.AquidneckAcupuncture.com

Domenic D’Addio, D.Ac.
....... 847-8129
1100 Aquidneck Ave., Newport.
newportcountyacupuncturecenter.com

Alex DeMolles, D.A, Dipl.
Ac./C.H.
.............. 294-1018
7610 Post Rd., N. Kingstown.
www.acudocri.com
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ACUPUNCTURE

Deidre Julian, D.A. ..... 864-0820
22 Water Street, Warren.

Sanford Lee, D.A. ........ 743-9533
148 Waterman St., Prov.
Also Tai Chi and Qigong Instructor
www.traditional-acupuncture.org

Jewel Sommerville, D.Ac.
Charlotte King, D.Ac.
"Nature's Facelift"
Cosmetic Acupuncture

Orthopedic Acupuncture
Pediatric Acupuncture
Obstetric and Gynecological
Acupuncture

Treatment of Stress and Anxiety
Pain Management
O pe n Mo n da y t h r o u g h S a t u r d a y
401-398-2933
www.holistichealthri.com

Dr. Liansheng Liu, D.A., L.Ac.,
MD, Ph.D ...................... 332-3860
Acupuncture and Herbal Health Center,
960 Reservoir Ave., Cranston.
www.liuacupuncture-ri.com
Opus Acupuncture ...... 397-6333
Tim O’Brien, M.Ac., RN, D.Ac.
66 Nooseneck Hill Rd., W. Greenwich.
www.opusacupunctureri.com

Dr. Meredith
Sabins, D.A. L.Ac
.......... 855-3066

57 Wampanoag Circle,
North Kingstown
www.meredithsabins.com

East Greenwich, RI 02818

mary claire dilks, doctor of acupuncture
christine cummings, licensed massage therapist

best of ri 2008—best inner healing
14 imperial place, #203 providence, ri, 02903 (401)228.8160
www.emerging energy.net
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ACUPUNCTURE

The Treatment of Skin Diseases
in Chinese Medicine
Like all other health conditions,

skin disorders are a symptom of
an underlying imbalance in your
body. In Chinese Medicine,
when we treat the root
cause of the problem, the
symptom goes away. Even
skin disorders that are difficult to manage by conventional standards are very well treated with
Chinese Herbal Medicine. It takes
dedication and unusual tasting tea,
but the results are worth it. There are
very few if any side effects, and
Chinese herbs are very safe when
purchased through a reputable supplier.
The following conditions have been
successfully treated with Chinese
Herbal Medicine: Psoriasis, Perioral
Dermatitis, Herpes (zoster [shingles]
and simplex), Acne, Rosacea, Eczema
(including pomphlyx), Lichen Planus,
Viral Warts, Chronic Hives, and more.
Many people try Chinese Medicine
for skin problems after they've tried
countless other treatments including
repeated steroids, antibiotics, other
alternative treatments, drastic diet
changes, and more. Some treatments
work short term, some cause horrible
side effects, and some don't work at
all. With Chinese Medicine we take a
different approach.
A Chinese Medical evaluation will
include asking many questions about
your skin and overall health, looking
at and feeling your skin, and looking
at your tongue.
While people suffering with skin
problems often want instant relief,
lasting results take time. Chinese
herbs work to clear heat, toxins and

wind from your body to relieve
symptoms like itching, redness,
swellings and dryness so during
treatment you will notice changes
after the first 2-3 weeks (sometimes sooner). Topical Herbal
Treatments can speed up results
but should be used in conjunction with internal Chinese
Herbs for complete treatment. Lasting
results may take 3-6 months or longer
depending on the severity of the condition.

Our approach treats the
whole person.
Suffering with skin conditions for
years can really take its toll, so sometimes we use Acupuncture in conjunction with Chinese herbs to help with
other symptoms including stress management, sleep, or digestive problems.
In addition, minor diet changes or
supplements may be beneficial. At the
end of treatment, our patients are
delighted to have clear skin, more
energy and an improved outlook.
Once your skin is in a balanced and
stable state, it can maintain balance
fairly well on its own. Sometimes
there can be a recurrence in some conditions like Psoriasis, but the flare is
easier to bring under control and less
dramatic with prompt treatment.
Sometimes topical herbal treatment is
enough to provide relief.l
Dr. Mary Claire Dilks, owner of Emerging
Energy Acupuncture, studied with the
world renowned TCM Dermatologist
Mazin Al-Khafaji and completed his year
long Dermatology Diploma course in
2017. She can be reached via
www.emergingenergy.net.
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AROMATHERAPY
Carol Seng, D.A. ......... 455-0546

144 Waterman St., Prov.
www.providencewholistic.com

Jewel Sommerville, D.Ac.
............ 398-2933
Holistic Health, RI, 990 Main Street,
Suite 4, E. Greenwich.
www.holistichealthri.com
(See ad page 4.)

South County Community
Acupuncture ................ 788-1068
Grayson Wood, D.Ac.
750 Boston Neck Rd., Narragansett
www.shiningsea-acupuncture.com

Alex Tatevian, D.A., NCCAOM

Dipl. Ac. & C.H.

....... 738-9355

ACU WELL, 141 Airport Rd., Warwick.
www.DoctorGetWell.org

ACUPUNCTURE RESOURCES:
✓ www.acufinder.com
✓ www.gancao.net
✓ American Association of
Acupuncture & Oriental
Medicine

ALEXANDER
TECHNIQUE

ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE

This is a self-help method of undoing
unnecessary tension. Through an
Alexander’s teacher’s hand and verbal
guidance, students learn to carry
his/her body with less strain and
more ease. Helpful for many neuromuscular problems including back
pain, neck trouble, carpal tunnel
syndrome, scoliosis, etc.

Mary Derbyshire, M.AmSAT
......... 418-3905
www.maryderbyshire.com

RESOURCES:
✓ www.alexandertechnique.com
✓ American Society for the
Alexander Technique
......... 800-473-0620
www.amsatonline.org

www.aaaomonline.org

✓ American Academy of
Medical Acupuncture

www.medicalacupuncture.org

✓ National Certification
Commission for Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine
www.nccaom.org

✓ RI Society of Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine
16 Remington St., Warwick
www.risaom.org

AROMATHERAPY
(See also Essential Oils and
Herbs/Herbalists.)

AROMATHERAPY

Aromatherapy is the therapeutic use
of plant-derived, aromatic essential
oils to promote physical and psychological well-being. It is sometimes
used in combination with massage
and other therapeutic techniques as
part of a holistic treatment approach.

Body-Wise Therapeutics
............. 848-9825
PAGE 6

575 East Main Rd., Middletown.
Also Massage, CranioSacral Therapy,
and Ear Coning.

Susanne E. Dillon
.............. 828-7018

AYURVEDA

Cranston. Distributor of Young
Living Essential Oils.
SueDillon4546@gmail.com

Sacred Essence, LLC ... 864-0947
Renee Katz, LMT, RYI
sacredessenceliving@gmail.com
www.sacredessence.net
Retail essential oil products for your
health and well being.

RESOURCES:
✓ National Association of
Holistic Aromatherapy
www.naha.org

AURA PHOTOGRAPHY
IMAGING
AURA PHOTOGRAPHY

Every Aura Photo gives you a
colorful picture of the unique
energy field that surrounds the body
along with an interpretation of what
the colors mean.

SAMA (Sacred Stone Academy
of Massage and Ayurveda)
........... 877-832-1372
855 Warren Ave., E. Providence
www.thenewportmassageschool.com

Jackie Van Dusen ....... 284-0363
The Grateful Heart ..... 294-3981 Hypnosis, Amethyst Bio-Mat,IET
17 West Main St., Wickford.
www.gratefulheart.com
(See ad page 64.)

Wakefield.
AcornCottageEmpowerment@gmail.com
AcornCottageEmpowerment.com

AYURVEDA
Community Ayurvedic Herbalist
............ 323-4638
39 W. Broad St., Pawcatuck, CT
www.RIAyurveda.com
(See ad this page.)

Mary Guerenabarrena
............ 855-3233
Being Ayurveda. 381 Cory's Lane,
Portsmouth.

RESOURCES:
✓ American Institute of
Vedic Studies .. 505-983-9385
www.vedanet.com

✓ Vinayak Ayurveda
Research Foundation
......... 505-296-6522
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www.vinayakayurveda.com

BREAST HEALTH

BIOFEEDBACK
(Also see Neurofeedback.)

BIOFEEDBACK

Uses a system of sensitive instruments to monitor the physical condition of the body. The goal is to provide deep relaxation and stress management skills, and ultimately self
regulation and control over mental,
emotional and physical processes.

Norma Faraone-Ledgard,
LCMHC, Ph.D. ............... 241-8368
40 Ralls Drive, Cranston

www.Neuro4U.com

(See ad inside front cover.)

BOWENWORK

BOWENWORK

is a system of touch that initiates a
series of responses through stimulation of the nervous, musculoskeletal,
and fascial systems and the energetic
pathways. Practitioners perform a
sequence of small movements on
specific points on the body,
interspersed with rest periods.

Mark Brody, MD ......... 861-4643
182 Gano St., Providence.
www.MarkBrodyMD.com

Sheila Frodermann, MS, ND,
DHANP, CCH ................. 455-0546
www.providencewholistic.com

BREAST
HEALTH
(Also see section
Women’s
Health.)
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BREAST CANCER
SCREENINGS:

4 Yearly mammograms are recommended starting at age 40 and continuing for as
long as a woman is in good health.

4 Clinical breast exam (CBE) about every
3 years for women in their 20’s and 30’s
and every year for women 40 and over.
4 Women should know how their breasts
normally look and feel and report any
breast change promptly to their health
care provider. Breast self-exam (BSE) is
an option for women starting in their 20s.
Some women – because of their family
history, a genetic tendency, or certain
other factors – should be screened with
MRI in addition to mammograms. (The
number of women who fall into this category is small: less than 2% of all the
women in the US.) Talk with your doctor
about your history and whether you
should have additional tests at an earlier
age.
For more information, call the
American Cancer Society and ask
for our document called Breast
Cancer: Early Detection.
And visit www.cancer.org

CHIROPRACTIC

BREATH WORK

BREATH WORK

Breathwork is a general term used to
describe any type of therapy that utilizes breathing exercises to improve
mental, physical, and spiritual health.

Tony Tavares ............... 952-5529
71 Edgewater Drive, Blackstone, MA.
www.tonytavares.com

BUSINESS SERVICES,
OPPORTUNITIES
(See Holistic Business Services)

CANCER

(See Breast Health, Smoking Cessation,
and Women’s Health.)

CHILDREN

(See Education: Children & Families)

CHIROPRACTIC
BRENNAN HEALING
SCIENCE

BRENNAN HEALING SCIENCE

Brennan Healing Science works
with the body's seven main chakras
(energy centers) and with the seven
levels of the human energy field
or aura, which exists at frequencies
that are more subtle than those
of the physical body.

(Note: A comprehensive list of chiropractors - and there are lots - can be found in
the Yellow Pages.)

Michael Gross, D.C.
........ 508-336-2663
1563 Fall River Ave., Seekonk, MA.
(See ad below.)

Victoria Malchar, D.C.
............ 826-7600
33 College Hill Road, Building 30C
Warwick. www.malcharchiropractic.com

Catie McArdle, D.C. .... 383-3400
2220 Plainfield Pike, Cranston.

Maureen Gordon-Johanson, M.S. www.mcardlechiropractic.com
.............. 751-2001 (See ad next page.)
Certified Brennan Healing Science,
Theta Healing, RMT. Providence, RI
and Seekonk MA.

RESOURCES:
✓ www.barbarabrennan.com

Richard Picard, D.C. ... 942-6967
342 Atwood Ave., Cranston
www.nutritionalhealthnow.com
(See ad next page and article page 72.)

Providing Expert Chiropractic Care Since 1991

Optimizing the body’s ability to heal itself
through chiropractic adjustments

508-336-2663
508-336-2663

1563
RiverAve,
Ave.,
Seekonk,
1460 Fall
Fall River
Rt.6,
Seekonk, MA
MA
Michael A. Gross, D.C.
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CHIROPRACTIC

L
LL

Robert Sedlor, D.C ..... 383-3400
2220 Plainfield Pike, Cranston.
www.mcardlechiropractic.com
(See ad left.)

CHIROPRACTIC RESOURCES:
✓ American Chiropractic
Assoc. .............. 703-276-8800
www.acatoday.org

✓ Int’l Chiropractic
Assoc. .............. 703-528-5000
www.chiropractic.org

Insurance
accepted!
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Find us on
Facebook!

CLIMATE CHANGE
AND YOUR HEALTH

CLIMATE CHANGE

A GUIDE FOR RHODE ISLANDERS

T

he following is an excerpt of
the complete Climate Change
and Your Health, A Guide for
Rhode Islanders published by:
Rhode Island Department of Health
Climate Change Program
For more complete information on the
Rhode Island Department of Health
Climate Change Program
- Visit www.health.ri.gov/
climatechange
- Call the RIDOH Health

Information Line: 401-222-5960.
The complete guide is a comprehensive guide to the projected impacts of
climate change and provides specific
information on:
• The key climate challenges for Rhode
Island and its residents

• What you and your family can do to

reduce the impacts of climate change
for yourselves and others and most
importantly, how you can help keep
your family as safe as possible.

What are the key
climate challenges for
Rhode Island and its
residents?
• Rhode Island’s average temperature has
increased about 3 F since 1900, while the
rest of the U.S. has had an average temperature increase of about 1.5 F.
m

m

• Rhode Island has seen a 76% increase in
the number of heavy downpours since
1950 and has experienced the nation’s
largest increase of extreme precipitation
(i.e. heavy downpours and snowstorms)
events since the 1950’s.

• Spring is arriving earlier and

bringing more precipitation.
Summers are becoming hotter
and drier.
• Extreme precipitation events cause
more floods that damage homes,
businesses and utilities.
• Warmer weather could increase the risk
of insect-borne diseases.
• Ticks that transmit Lyme disease and
other diseases are active when temperatures are higher than 45 degrees.
• From 1930 to 2000, sea levels at the
Newport tide gauge increased an average
of 1 inch per decade for a total of nearly 10
inches. Since 2000, sea level rise has accelerated increasing 1” every five to six years.

How will/might
climate change
impact human health?

• Asthma, allergies, and other respiratory
illnesses increase due to increasing
allergens/air pollution.
• Increases in injuries, including fatalities
due to severe/extreme weather and
flooding.
• Food supplies and access to clean water
impacted due to extreme weather and
droughts.
• Increases in mosquito and tick-borne
illnesses.
• Increased levels of water-borne diseases
and harmful algal blooms.
• Increased levels of anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
other long term mental health effects.
• Rising temperatures could also increase
heat related illnesses and death rates.
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EXTREME
HEAT
CLIMATE CHANGE

Did you know
that extreme heat
events or heat
waves are the leading cause of
extreme weather deaths in the US?
In recent years there have been higherthan-average temperatures, warmer
summers and more extreme heat days.
These changing conditions can cause
more illnesses and deaths especially
for people with cardiac or breathing
problems. Extreme heat events combined with humidity create the heat
index which is a measure of how hot
(or cold) it feels.

Data and Projections

• The current heat index during an
average Rhode Island summer forecasts a heat index reaching 90 degrees
for 10 days.
• Between 2020-2099, Rhode Island
may experience 13-44 more days each
summer above 90 degrees.

At Risk Populations. Like many of
the challenges created by climate
change often the most vulnerable are
the very young and very old and people with weakened immune systems.
In the case of heat related illnesses
many more population groups are at
risk including:
• Infants and young children
• Anyone with chronic, long-term
medical conditions
• Disabled
• Outdoor workers
• Users of certain medications/
illegal drugs
• Low-income residents
• Elderly
• Overweight/obese
• Pregnant women
• Athletes
• Socially isolated
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What You Can Do

• Stay updated. Check local news for
extreme heat alerts and safety tips.
Check on friends, family and neighbors.
• Dress lightly, wear light-colored, lightweight clothing and protect yourself
from excessive exposure to the sun by
wearing hats with brims and use sunscreen and/or clothing with an SPF of
30 or higher.
• Schedule outdoor events early in the
morning when it’s cooler.
• Stay hydrated, drink plenty of fluids
and avoid alcohol and caffeine.
• Seek shade, stay out of the direct sun
and cool off in air-conditioned areas
such as libraries and malls.
• Pace yourself when exercising particularly during the hotter times of the day.
• Be aware of vehicle dangers, a closed
vehicle can heat up to dangerous levels
in only ten minutes. Never leave a child,
disabled, elderly person or a pet in an
unattended car.
• Conserve energy, make use of renewable energy sources that do not contribute to greenhouse gas emissions; use
solar or wind power, incorporate shade
trees into landscaping and use energy
efficiency measures at home.
• Check the Rhode Island Emergency
Management Website, social media and
media reports for updates.

Heat related illnesses may increase
as the number of days above 90m
increases. Being aware of these heat
related illnesses may help you identify problems more quickly and seek
proper medical care.
• Heat spasms are muscle cramps that
occur during or after exercise or work in
a hot environment
• Heat exhaustion is the body’s
response to an excessive loss of water
and salts, usually through excessive
sweating.
• Heat Stroke is a life-threatening condition characterized by high body temperature, rapid pulse, difficulty breathing
and confusion.

STORMS
AND
FLOODING
Lessons from
Superstorm Sandy:
“... Redesign your business model. Rethink. Think
about the future. Think
about the fact that Mother
Nature is knocking on your
front door, and this is not
going to be the last time.” –
Lisa Konicki, President, Ocean
Community Chamber of Commerce
(Westerly)
With more than 400 miles of coastline
and several rivers that have�risen
above flood stage in the past, Rhode
Island may experience increases in
waterborne diseases, mold growth,
bacterial contamination, psychological
trauma, and long-term effects on local
economies. Sea level rise will magnify
these impacts.
• Rhode Island can expect greater
impact to people, homes, businesses
and utilities during and after storms.
• Rhode Island has homes or businesses in designated flood zones.
• The intensity and frequency of
North Atlantic hurricanes has
increased since the early 1980’s.
• Rhode Island is 15th in the nation
for potential residential exposure to
hurricane storm-surge damage (estimated to cost $7.2 billion).
• Rhode Island sea levels are rising
faster than the global average, projected to be up 6.6’ by 2100.
• Rhode Island is at risk of coastal
flooding impacts by 2050. An additional 8,000 more residents could be at
risk.

CLIMATE CHANGE

What you can do to
protect your family, home
or business

• Get flood insurance. If your home or
business is located in a flood zone,
buy flood insurance. Most standard
policies do not cover damage caused
by flood.
• Make preparations. Gather
supplies including; flashlight,
batteries, first aid kits, cash food and
water, essential medicines and copies
of important documents stored in
waterproof containers.
• Make a plan:
o Know how to reach family
members.
o Pick a spot to meet and
designate a Rhode Island
emergency contact.
o Gather and make copies of
medical information.
o Make a plan for your pets.
o Make sure everyone is familiar
with evacuation routes.
• Enroll now with the Rhode Island
Special Needs Emergency Registry if
applicable for you or your family.
Rhode Island adults and children with
disabilities, chronic conditions and
special healthcare needs are urged to
enroll. Visit health.ri.gov/emregistry
for more information and to register.
• Know how to turn your gas and
electricity off at the main switch or
valve. This will help prevent fires
and/or explosions.
• Don’t touch electrical equipment if
you are wet or standing in water, there
is risk of electrocution.
• Stay tuned in to your phone alerts,
TV or radio for weather updates,
emergency instructions or evacuation
orders.
• Don’t Drown. Avoid walking or
driving through flood waters. Just 6
inches of moving water can knock you
down and 1 foot of water can carry
your car away.
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TICKS AND
TICK
RELATED
ILLNESSES
CLIMATE CHANGE

Ticks are found throughout Rhode Island. Tickborne diseases are transmitted through the bite
of an infected tick. You
are most likely to be bitten
by a tick in the spring, summer, or fall;
however, ticks can survive in the winter if temperatures are above freezing.
Warmer winters could increase the
number of ticks and the risk for
spreading tick-borne diseases like
Lyme disease, babesiosis, anaplasmosis, ehrlichiosis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever (not common in Rhode
Island), and Powassan.
Ticks can be infected with bacteria,
viruses, or parasites. If you are bitten
by an infected tick, you may become
infected. Ticks usually are found in
tall grass and leafy areas and often
attach themselves to you in your
armpits, groin, waistline, or in your
hair. They may also attach themselves
to your clothing or equipment and
move to your body later.
Data and Projections for
Tick-Borne Illnesses

• Currently 900+ cases per year ,
Lyme disease is extremely common in
Rhode Island.
• Rhode Island has the 4th highest
rate of Lyme disease in the US.
• Changing temperatures and precipitation patterns could make conditions
more hospitable for ticks.
• Washington County has the highest
rate of Lyme Disease in Rhode Island,
nearly twice the rate of Newport and
Bristol Counties.
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At Risk Populations:

• People spending a lot of time
outdoors
• Pet owners
• Gardeners
• Outdoor workers

What you can do to
reduce the risk from
tick bites

• Avoid wooded and brushy areas
• Tuck your pants into your socks
• Use repellants when outdoors
• Wear long pants and long sleeves
whenever possible
• Use products that contain permethrin on shoes and clothing

Check for ticks promptly

• Bathe or shower as soon as possible
after coming indoors
• Conduct a full-body tick check using
a mirror wen returning from tick
infested areas
• Examine your gear and pets
• Look for ticks
o Along hairline
o Ears
o Back of neck
o Armpits
o Groin
o Behind the knees
o Between your toes

Tick-Borne Illness
and Symptoms

• Common symptoms include; tiredness, muscle/body aches, joint pain,
fever, rash stiff neck and facial
paralysis.
• Symptoms can start as soon as a few
days after being bitten or as late as a
few months after a tick bite. Some
people exhibit no symptoms at all.
• Early diagnosis is helpful in treating
tick-borne diseases.
Ticks can carry Lyme disease, anaplasmosis, ehrlichiosis, babesiosis,
Powassan and Rocky Mountain
spotted fever.

WATER

Public health, infra-

CLIMATE CHANGE

• Rising sea level and increased
incidence of drought can
increase the salinity of both
surface water and groundwater.
• Municipal water systems that
get drinking water from
groundwater sources are more vulnerable when there is a significant, prolonged loss of water supply.

structure, agriculture, and ecosystems are all
impacted by water quality and
supply. Water-borne bacteria,
viruses, parasites, and algae all
pose health risks, including gastrointestinal illnesses, liver and
kidney damage, or nerve and
breathing problems. As climate At Risk Populations
change contributes to the
•Anyone living in an area with
warming of Rhode Island’s
treated drinking water systems
waters, contaminants may
that are vulnerable to drought,
become more common, leading
storm surge, sea level rise or
flooding
to increased cases of illness or
death.
• Anyone who relies on a private

Data and Projections

• About 12% of Rhode Island get their
drinking water from private wells
• Climate change makes drought conditions worse, droughts are likely to
occur at least once each summer.
• More extreme storm events will
cause more storm water runoff and
increase the concentration of nutrients
that increase the risk of fish kills in
Narragansett Bay.
• Microalgae seaweeds, blue-green
algae and summer’s itch may become
more common.
• Fecal bacteria contamination may
increase due to stressed wastewater
facilities.
• Unstable Water – heavy rainfall
increases the amount of runoff and
can result in making water resources
unusable unsafe or in need of water
treatment.
• Summertime bans on shell fishing
may increase because toxic bacteria
grow better in warmer water.

well for their drinking water
• Children
• Elderly
• Anyone with weakened immune
system

What you can do

• Test well water annually. Learn
more at www.health.ri.gov/wells
• Check the RIDOH beach closure
website at health.ri.gov/beaches
• Ask local officials what actions have
been taken to mitigate the impacts of
climate change on drinking water.
• Consider improvements that can
reduce the risk of flooding and pollution – where possible add to the green
infrastructure.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

FOOD

Climate change has the

potential to impact access to
safe and affordable food
locally, nationally, and internationally. Increasing temperatures,
drought, power outages, and ecological changes all threaten the safety and
availability of our food and can pose a
significant risk to Rhode Islanders’
overall health. The food we eat every
day can also have an impact on climate change. Eating more locally
grown and sourced food helps reduce
the impact on climate change.
Impacts of climate change can lead to
significant fluctuations in food prices
and food security.

Relevant Projections

• Climatological and ecological
changes are decreasing the nutritional
value of some staple crops.
• Climate change can affect the
length and quality of the growing season.
• More frequent droughts, floods,
fires and extreme weather events can
have a major impact on crop yields.
• Climate change is making it harder
to grow food locally and globally.
• Climate change poses a risk of
increase foodborne diseases.

At Risk Populations

• People who eat undercooked or raw
food especially shellfish
• People with weakened immune
systems
• Children
• Anyone who loses power for more
than 48 hours
• Low income individuals or families
• Elderly

What you can do

• Buy organic foods and/or local
foods whenever possible.
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• Try to eat at least one meat-free
meal per day.
• Grow your own food.
• Cook food properly – cook food to
proper internal temperatures to avoid
illness. Keep hot foods hot and cold
foods cold.
• Separate raw meat and poultry
from foods that won’t be cooked.
• Wash and sanitize hands, cooking
utensils, cutting boards before and
after contact with raw meat, seafood,
poultry and eggs.
• Refrigerate leftovers within 2 hours
and ensure your refrigerator is at 41
degrees or lower.
• Beware of local shellfishing bans
due to bacterial contamination.
• Be aware of the risks or avoid eating raw and undercooked foods.

Foodborne Illnesses

• Foodborne illness may result from
consuming food or beverages that are
contaminated with bacteria, viruses,
parasites, toxins, or chemicals.
Foodborne illness can also be caused
by eating food that has been stored,
handled, prepared, or cooked improperly.
• Typical symptoms can include vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramps
and can be spread to other people if
proper handling hygiene is not practiced.
• Vibrio (vibriosis) is a diverse group
of marine bacteria found naturally in
coastal waters. The highest risk of
Vibrio comes from consuming raw or
undercooked seafood.

LOCAL FOOD GUIDE

-PDBM'PPE(VJEF
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CONSCIOUSNESS

Consciousness
Engineering 101

ble for our actions…..or at least some
of them. [We clearly do many things
unconsciously as well.] And somewhere in this loop are the formation
of values and the impact of our feelBy Mark S. McCarthy, M.S. LMT RMT
ings/emotions. And what about the
www.hopevalleymassage.com
influence of the “collective”, of other
peoples’ thoughts, feelings and
actions? We all know that humans
re you “present” or are you “prodon’t operate in a vacuum. We affect
grammed?” Our founding fathers
one another in both obvious and subwere very bold to begin crafting of the tle ways, starting with our closest
Declaration of Independence with the
inner circles and spiraling outward to
words: We hold these truths to be self- include work, school, teams, commuevident, that all….. What is it YOU
nities, states, regions, etc.
believe to be true? Self-evident? What
We’ve all heard about the Power of
is most important to you and
Intention and the Law of
WHY? Dr. David R. Hawkins in
Attraction. Right?
his book, Letting Go, had this
“... become Unfortunately, many peoto say about training programs
aware of
ple have been tricked into
designed to raise human awareequating these two conwhat
we
ness and consciousness:
with money and prosare buying cepts
Most of the consciousness
perity, as if to say that
into, what thinking about money is all
programs boil down to this
essential point: become aware
we are
that’s needed to put it in
of what we are buying into,
your wallet or bank
accepting
what we are accepting daily.
account. I don’t see any
daily.”
Let’s look at what we have
evidence of that in my life
already been programmed with
or in the lives of others.
and begin to question it, disassemble
What I have seen, however, are people
it, and let it go. Let’s wake up and free both successful and unsuccessful at
ourselves from being exploited and
the game of life, at life as we’ve come
enslaved by the negative programto know it in our society. But even
ming of the world. We will see it for
those who have been successful at
what it is, which is an attempt by othacquiring money and lots of stuff are
ers to control us; exploit us; extract
not necessarily contented with their
our money, our services, our energy,
lives. Why is that?
our loyalties; and capture our mind.
There are many religions, philosoAt a course I taught recently at the
phies and theories out there on this
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute
subject. And all of them advocate spe(OLLI), I asked my students to answer
cific paths, concepts and directions
the following question: Are you
having merit. These all seem to work
awake? And just in case they needed
for some of the people some of the
a context for this exercise, I suggested
time. But we (as humans) often comthat they layer their answer according
partmentalize, separate, judge, control,
to the familiar model of BODY, MIND and find ways to differentiate our “proand SPIRIT. After all, if they were sitgram” from others, setting ourselves
ting there in class, there’s a pretty
apart and often ABOVE them.
good chance they were awake at the
Throughout history philosophers have
physical or BODY level! They all
invested much time and energy on
found this to be a challenging quessuch questions as: Who are we? Where
tion and assignment. What exactly
did we come from? Where is it all
does it mean to be AWAKE? What
going? When in actuality, a better
evidence would you look for?
investment might have been spent on
The first thing to consider is the
answering: WHAT are we? HOW does
nature of our thoughts, our habitual
it all work (really)? What’s most
thinking. As these thoughts lead to
important?
the formation of beliefs, in some sort
In a culture perennially occupied
of feedback loop, they’re also responsi- with HAVING and DOING, we spend

A
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COLON
HYDROTHERAPY

COLON HYDROTHERAPY

Safe, effective method of removing
waste/toxins from the large intestine.

Between Two Worlds
.......... 508-222-7376
Attleboro, MA.
www.BetweenTwoWorlds.info

COLOR THERAPY
COLOR THERAPY

Color therapy is based on the concept
that certain colors are infused with
healing energies. The therapy uses
the seven colors of the rainbow
to promote balance and healing
in the mind and body.

Aura House ................. 294-2297
P.O. Box 12, Newport.
www.aurahouse.com

CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY

CRANIOSACRAL
THERAPY

CRANIOSACRAL THERAPY

The craniosacral system is
comprised of the brain and spinal
cord (the central nervous system);
the cerebrospinal fluid that bathes
the brain and spinal cord; the surrounding meninges (membranes)
that enclose the brain, spinal cord,
and cerebrospinal fluid; and the
bones of the spine and skull that
house these membranes.
Craniosacral therapy manipulates the
bones of the skull to treat a range of
conditions, from headache and ear
infection to stroke, spinal cord injury,
and cerebral palsy.

Robin Barlow, LMT ..... 487-4222
Therapeutic Touch Massage Therapy
970 Hope Street, Bristol.
www.therapeutictouchtherapy.abmp.com

RESOURCES:
✓ www.colorpuncture.com
precious little time focused on BEING.
We often don’t even know what that
means, while we’re quick to rattle off
our credit scores and number of
friends on Facebook. This leads us
down non-productive paths of
Diversion, Distraction, Attachment
and Addiction, when we would be
much better served by pursuing Truth,
Transparency, Authenticity and
Integrity. But this latter approach
requires an inner journey. There’s no
handbook on the subject. There’s no
shortcut. This is not something we’ve
been trained to do in the West. And to
make matters worse, we’ve repeatedly
been told not to go there. Once again,
Dr. Hawkins sums this concept up
very nicely in Letting Go:
We fear that the inner voyage of discovery will lead us to some dreadful,
awful truth. In its programming of
our minds, this is one of the barriers

that the world has set up to prevent us
from finding out the real truth. There
is one thing that the world does not
want us to find out and that is the
truth about ourselves. Why? Because
then we will become free. We can no
longer be controlled, manipulated,
exploited, drained, enslaved, imprisoned, vilified or disempowered.
Therefore, the inner voyage of discovery is cloaked over with an aura of
mystery and foreboding.
Be bold. Take the first step. Make a
choice. Embrace your true identity.
Become free! l
For more information,
email: marksmccarthy@yahoo.com.
Hope Valley Massage (401-222-9824).
Open up your heart center!
(See ad page 59.)
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EDUCATION
Linda Broadhead, LMT
Greg Knight, Diamond
......... 741-3093 Approach Teacher
Specializing in Pain Relief
................ 724-8426
1220 Kingstown Rd, Wakefield.
www.lindabroadhead.com

www.gregoryknight.net
220 Waterman Avenue, East Providence,

Susan Charlwood, MSW, P.T.,
.............. 647-4455

RESOURCES:
✓ Craniosacral Therapy
Association of North America

Wellspring Physiotherapy.
N. Scituate.

Donna Madden, LCMTB
.... 225-6587
Inner Vision. Cranston/Warwick locations. www.IAHP.com/DonnaMadden

RESOURCES:
✓ Craniosacral Therapy
Association of North America
www.craniosacraltherapy.org

www.craniosacraltherapy.org

DOWSING

DOWSING

Everyone has physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual energy fields
that can be measured by dowsing
rods, and by doing so can reveal
much information and insight
about one’s self.

✓ Upledger Institute
..... 800-233-5880 Dowsing Institute
www.upledger.com
✓ Sacro Occipital Research
Society International
..... 913-239-0228
www.sorsi.com

Intention, Tools, & Health
2018 Classes at It's My Health in
Cumberland
Sue Corrigan: (See ad page 87.)
suemesas1738@gmail.com
Susanne Dillon:
suedillon4546@gmail.com

EDUCATION, CLASSES,
EVENTS & WORKSHOPS

(Also See Holistic Business Services and
Wellness Centers.)

DIAMOND APPROACH®
DIAMOND APPROACH

“The Diamond Approach is a dynamic evolving teaching that leads to
openness, freedom, and realization of
the many dimensions of our human
potential - especially the amazing
secrets of our spiritual nature.
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All That Matters ......... 782-2126
315 Main St., South Kingstown
63 Cedar Ave #10, East Greenwich
1 Park Row, Providence
www.allthatmatters.com
(See ad page 92.)

Gladys Ellen ............... 935-8451
Heavenly Hugs
410 North Broadway, E. Providence
www.GladysEllen.com
(See ad page 64.)

ENERGY HEALING


855 Waterman Avenue, E. Providence
www.thenewportmassageschool.com



 



Positive New Beginnings
.......... 432-7195



100 Ochre Pt. Ave., Newport. Salve.edu

The Silver Willow. 508-336-8813

Sue Corrigan ............... 263-1536
It's My Health Wellness Collaborative,
1099 Mendon Rd., Cumberland
(See ad page 87.)

$$
$$$
$$$
$$$












1065 Warwick Ave., Unit A, Warwick
www.ArtisticHolistics.com



 

Artistic Holistics ......... 248-4998

 

  



A universal healing aid that
rebalances the body’s energy system
with respect to unresolved emotional
issues. Energy meridians that run
through our body can be blocked or
disrupted by unresolved emotional
issues, thereby compromising our
natural healing potential. Realigning
the energy meridians while focusing
on an unresolved emotional issue
can often provide increased personal
peace and relief from many
physical symptoms.



EFT



 #! 
 ! 
!  &"
% 
 ! 
 !

Salve Regina University
......... 847-6650

EMOTIONALFREEDOM
TECHNIQUE ( EFT )



www.pnbholistic.com
222 Warren Ave., E. Prov.
(See ad page 88.)

54 Fall River Ave., Rehoboth.
Grand Re-Opening! Over 50 ongoing
classes including Herbal Apprentice
Program. (See ad page 58.)



The Newport Massage School
........ 877-832-1372











Tony Tavares ............... 952-5529
71 Edgewater Drive, Blackstone, MA.
www.tonytavares.com

RESOURCES:
✓eftuniverse.com

ENERGY HEALING

(See also Brennan Healing Science,
Reiki and article below.)

Angel Whispers RI ..... 741-2278
Adriene Smith,RMT
N. Kingstown.
www.angelwhispersri.com

Alyson Franz, LICSW ... 413-5358 Creative Healing Energy
Paradigm Shift, LLC
1395 Atwood Ave Suite 201, Johnston.
paradigmshiftri.com

Tracy Plourde, available for home/office
visits. www.creativehealingenergy.com
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ENERGY HEALING

What does
ENERGY
Have to do with
TRANSFORMATION
and HEALING?
By Nancy Web

E

KI (CHI) (PRANA) is the vital life
force that the body derives from air,
water, food, movement, sleep, meaningful relationships and experiences.
It exists throughout the body and contributes to overall well-being.
JING is translated as Essence or
Power. It represents the core energy. It
is stored in the kidneys and adrenals
as well as in the abdomen. It is the
melding of the yin energy from the
earth, the yang energy from the heavens with the oxygen from the environment, which come together to
form the internal battery. Jing represents a person's potential and
genetics. When the adrenals
become exhausted from overwork,
lack of rest and fun, the battery runs
low, which leads to fatigue and ill
health.

astern Medicine believes
that all illness or disharmony is related to an
imbalance in one or
more aspects of energy.
The mindset around
healing is circular and multidimensional. The goal is to
see the bigger picture of
health and to treat the body,
SHEN represents spiritual energy.
mind, and spirit as an
It is the energy of the heart, your
inseparable whole.
The goal is to emotions and conscious mind.
Seeking out the root
see the bigger Within the individual, Shen is mancause of a particular
picture of
ifested in personality, thought, sensymptom, Shiatsu treathealth and to sory perception, the awareness of
ments works to unwind
treat the body, self and ones connection to the uniit from the cellular memmind, and
verse. (Source energy or God) It is
ory through releasing
spirit as an
connected to passion, joy and what
excess energy and nurinseparable gives life meaning. When this enerturing deficient energy.
whole.
gy is off balance it can lead to
The goal is to find baldepression, confusion and emoance and work on core
tion/mental issues.
issues to facilitate deep healing.
Treatments are based on the balancing
of energy. This includes the meridians,
which flow like rivers and streams of
energy, running from head to toe connecting all the parts and pieces of
body and mind, as well as the vortexes of energy known as the chakras.
The different aspects of energy within
us are known as the three treasures

CHI/KI
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JING

SHEN

The body/mind needs loving support
and guidance on the journey towards
optimum health. The power of touch
and movement can be profoundly
healing. It has the capacity to assist in
the process of finding a state of homeostasis, access ones heart, soul, inner
truth and unique expression, which is
a vehicle to living a healthy, joyful
and fulfilling life.l
Nancy Web
Inner Wisdom Shiatsu &
Transformational Healing, 401 727-4155
nancywebinnerwisdom.ncbcertified.com

EDUCATION: CHILDREN

EDUCATING OUR CHILDREN

Graduating Healthy Minds, Hearts & Bodies
The Importance of
STUDENT FOCUSED EDUCATION

As your child grows it is always
important to assess his/her education-

al needs. We all learn differently and
unfortunately, the “one-size-fits-all”
model that public schools employ do
not necessarily work for every student. For families exploring independent school education as an alternative
to their local public school, what are
the questions you should keep in
mind as you “kick the tires” during
your search for the perfect “fit”
school?
First, how will School X educate my
child not just academically, but socially, emotionally, and physically (and, if
you’re investigating religious based
schools, add spirituality to the list)?
Ask the question of how does the
school’s curriculum address “wholechild” education. Is there a standard
scope and sequence to the school’s
curriculum that builds year after year?
Every parent should understand what
the school’s mission is and how the
school achieves this mission.
Second, how does School X address
different learning styles? Today, this is
called differentiated education; an
educational philosophy that provides
different students with different
avenues to be educated based on how
that student learns. Is your child a
visual learner? Or, are they more of a
hands-on learner? Do they need more
direct instruction or can they operate
independently? Understanding how
your child learns and how School X
addresses different learning styles is
hugely important to your child’s success.
Finally, ask School X’s about how
they communicate with parents
throughout the year. For example, at
Quest Montessori School we have
Parent/Teacher conferences three

times throughout the school year - in
the fall, winter and at the end of the
school year. However, it is clearly
communicated to parents that the
school will meet at any time to discuss
a child’s progress. Our doors, phone
lines and email are always open for
that important ongoing communication.
Ultimately, if your investment in
independent school education results
in your child loving how to learn and
enjoying school daily, the investment
will pay for itself when it comes to
college and success in the real world.

- Quest Montessori School
www.questschool.org

WINTER OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, January 28th
1:00pm to 3:00pm

 Learn

about the Montessori philosophy
teachers and administration
 Speak to current parents and students
 Meet

Accepting Admissions Applications for
all ages Toddler through 8th Grade.
1150 Boston Neck Road, Narragansett
401.783.3222 | questschool.org
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CHILDREN: FOSTER CARE

FOSTER CARE

Empower
a Lifetime

One person- that is what makes a differ-

ence in the outcome for a child who enters
the foster care system. That person does not
need to have special qualities or a large
home with a swimming pool. They just need
to be available to listen, to guide, to support,
and to advocate for the youth. When a child
lives at home the parent gets to say what
they can and can’t do but when a child has
to move away from their family that basic
structure falls apart. The decision making
process falls to caseworkers, residential staff,
clinicians, and even lawyers. Those positions
can be transient. People change jobs for various reasons and the outcome is that the
youth in care has to tell their story again to
another adult who may have a different idea
as to what is in the best interest for that
child. Those youth who have had adult supporters who have stayed by their side
through the hard times are noted to fare the

Families for Children Program

best when it comes time to be independent
of the child welfare system.
The big question left to ask is how can
you help to empower the life of a youth in
DCYF care?

First you can choose to be
a foster parent. As a foster parent

you can decide what age, or gender a child
would be that would best fit into your family. To be licensed as a foster parent you start
with an application process and then attend
classes that help you know how best to support the youth placed in your care. There is
a team of professionals generally ready to
help support your efforts but your role is the
most important as it gives the child or youth
the ability to live in a home, attend school in
the community, and to take part in activities
of interest specific to that youth. The daily
care for that youth that you offer helps provide security for movement toward reunification, or permanency when reunification cannot happen.

Second, you can be a
mentor to a youth in care.

Mentors spend up to 4 hours a week with
the youth they are matched with and how
that relationship unfolds depends on the
youth, shared interests, and goals that are
set between you and your mentee. Mentors
commit to a year but generally at the end of
that time a natural support has been formed
that continues past the required time frame.
As a mentor you might engage in activities
that you both like such as cooking, gardening, or playing cards but the value is in the
trust that is built when you just show up.

Third, you can volunteer
your time to support special events or

Make an Impact
Open your mind. Open your heart.
Open your home.
Find out more about how to

BECOME A
FOSTER or ADOPTIVE PARENT
1-877-852-1271
recruit@c4p.org

www.c4p.org
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even teach workshops on topics that would
help a youth achieve financial literacy or
some other skill needed for independence or
a creative activity just for the fun of it.
What can you do? If you want to know
more about supporting youth in foster care
you can start by calling Jessica Vega at
Foster Forward, 401-438-3900 x 125.
Or contact her by email at
jessica.vega@fosterforward.net.
And in actuality it is not all about what
you do because the bottom line for foster
parents, mentors, and volunteers is what

they get back from the children, youth,
and teens that enter their lives. l

EDUCATION: CHILDREN

EDUCATING OUR CHILDREN

Changes Schools
Should Make to
Better Serve
Students: A
Student’s View
Excerpts from an article
by Adora Svitak

My mom once asked me about the

first steps I would hypothetically take
to make a “better school.” I don’t
claim to be an education expert, but I
do have personal opinions about the
ideal school — one I’d like to go to.

STARTING TIMES

Studies have repeatedly shown that
everyone, especially children with
developing brains, need a good
amount of high-quality sleep. It’s difficult to get when you have to worry
about waking up at 7 in the morning
to go to school.

LUNCH

Another step: improve cafeteria lunches. Put a cap on the amount of sodium, fat, and calorie content allowed in
each lunch. Mandate nonfat or 1 to 2
percent milk (and in smaller containers — who really drinks that much
milk?) instead of whole milk. Get rid
of chocolate milk, soft drinks, and
vending machines with unhealthy
items. Require a certain percentage of
food served be organic and/or local,
and have smaller portions to help
minimize cost. Have the school’s cooking classes help make lunch on certain days.

Recess

While making nutritious school
lunches would be an excellent way to
start combating childhood obesity,
bringing back recess, at all grade levels, could do even more as well as

markedly increasing cognitive ability.
In middle and high school you might
have a somewhat more organized
approach.

“Big” Changes

I want to talk about “big” changes I
would make in education

Age-Independent
Grades

One’s grade in school decides what
you’ll learn and the level at which
you’ll learn it. It decides when you’ll
graduate from high school and even
the friends you’ll make. My question is
why your age, not your aptitude,
should determine your grade and why
grade covers all subjects, when people
have varying degrees of ability and
interest across subjects.

Authority Hierarchy
in School

I definitely think that students need to
get involved in decision-making on a
deeper level, beyond simply being on
an associated student government or
student council. At the TEDx conference I organized last year,
TEDxRedmond, several speakers (all
of whom were under 18), spoke movingly on their opinions about education.

Online Learning

Every school district should have an
online learning framework, so that
“blended learning” (partially online,
partially in-person) can be an option
for students. Students could read more
of the fact-based lesson material
online, so that when they came to
class in-person, time could be used on
higher-order thinking skills like experiments, projects, and the like. Should
students not be able to continue doing
any of their work simply because of a
school flu epidemic, school staff on
strike, snow days, or absences? l
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United Way of Rhode Island’s 2-1-1

United Way of Rhode Island’s 2-1-1
received its first call in 2007; since then,
call specialists have answered more than
1,640,950 additional calls from Rhode
Islanders who need help with heating,
childcare, food assistance, and more.
Some calls leave a lasting impact on the
call specialists — when Seileak answered
the phone on a sunny afternoon last July,
she had no idea it was one of those calls.
She could sense the caller’s hesitation as
he explained that his family had always
been financially secure. Up until recently,
he and his wife worked days and spent
evenings with their three young children.
Now, a few months after his wife left, he
didn’t know what to do.
At first, he thought everything would be
fine, but quickly realized surviving on the
single income was nearly impossible. The
mortgage was past due, their utilities were
in jeopardy of being shut off, and he was
having trouble feeding his children –
never mind himself. Unsure of his next
step, a friend suggested he reach out to
United Way’s 2-1-1.
Having helped people in similar situations, Seileak worked with him to priori-

tize his needs. She compiled a list of food
pantries in his area, helped him apply for
food assistance through the Department of
Human Services, and referred him to
Good Neighbor Energy Fund, a local nonprofit that helps Rhode Islanders with
their utilities.
Afterward, the man, who sounded
much more at ease, explained that he
almost didn’t make the call, but was
happy he did. A few months later, Seileak
received another call from him. He
explained that things were beginning to
improve for his family, and thanked her
for helping him through a difficult time.
Life is unpredictable — it’s important to
have someone you can turn to for help.
United Way’s 2-1-1 continues to be the
human connection for those in the Ocean
State who need assistance. United Way’s
2-1-1 is free, confidential, and available
24/7 — those are just a few of the reasons
this multilingual service is often the first
call Rhode Islanders make when they
need help.l
United Way of Rhode Island has been working to
improve the quality of life in Rhode Island communities for more than 90 years. UWRI’s mission is to
mobilize the caring power of the community to
improve the lives of people in need and address the
issues Rhode Islanders care most about. Visit
www.LIVEUNITEDri.org.

Because we all need help sometimes.

We provide a place for everyone to call when they need help. 2-1-1—three simple
numbers, one human connection. United Way 2-1-1 in Rhode Island handles 200,000
requests for help each year, connecting our neighbors to basic needs like housing,
food, and childcare. But that’s not all. Call 2-1-1 for free tax preparation, services for
aging parents, and for help navigating new choices in healthcare.
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www.LIVEUNITEDri.org

All of our fundraising costs, including this ad, are paid by a trust.

ESSENTIAL OILS
Energy N Elements .... 736-6500
www.Energy-N-Elements.com

Gladys Ellen ............... 935-8451

Heavenly Hugs
410 North Broadway, E. Providence
www.GladysEllen.com (See ad page 64.)

Tony Tavares ............... 952-5529
71 Edgewater Drive, Blackstone, MA.
www.tonytavaras.com

George Viveiros .......... 667-5925

VortexHealing® Divine Energy Therapy
at North Kingstown, RI

Tanya Hasting ............. 556-7570

Energy Medicine Counselor, Certified
TheraHealing® Practitioner/Reiki Master.
www.energyhealingmedicine.me

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT, RM
..........…. 222-9824
Energy Balancing Bodywork (EBB)
conducted in 90 Minute Sessions for
Pain and Anxiety Release, Spiritual
Regression and Mind-Body-Spirit
Connection at Hope Valley Massage.
Discounts for students and when purchasing multiple sessions.
hopevalleymassage.com and
amtamembers.com/marksmccarthy
(See article page 18 & ad page 59.)

Lisa McLeod ............... 419-0871
Reiki/Energy Healing
Providence Zen Center, Cumberland
lisamcleod03@gmail.com

ESSENTIAL
OILS

(Also see Aromatherapy, Flower
Essence & Herbalists.)

Elizabeth Desrochers
............... 447-3671
Distributor of Young Living Essential

Sybil Rose Pierce ........ 295-4070 Oils. www.essentialoilsri.com
495 Gilbert Stuart Road, Saunderstown
www.sunrosefarmri.com

(See article next page.)

Dotti Sousa ................. 432-7195

www.RealizeYourWings.com

Positive New Beginnings. Reiki, Theta
Healing, Past Life Reads, Angel Card
Readings, ear coning spiritual counseling. (See ad page 91.)

Synchronicity and Company:
Energy of the Soul
Judith Blacquier at office@
www.synchronicityandcompany.com

Naomi Kaplan ............. 499-7872
Susanne E. Dillon ...... 828-7018
Cranston. Distributor of Young
Living Essential Oils.

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT,
RMT
................. 222-9824
www.hopevalleymassage.com and
amtamembers.com/marksmccarthy
(See ad page 59 and article page 18.)
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ESSENTIAL OILS

My Journey with
Essential Oils

Many years ago, friends introduced

veins of the plants.
These oils are alive. They
have the ability to raise
our consciousness, our
vibrations. When our
vibration is high, we
maintain wellness.
Each of these oils has
the ability to raise our
frequency, supporting
I went to every convention,
our life force in every
read every book, and met
mind, body, spirit
everyone who had anything to
“The oils are way:
and emotion. I was
do with the entire process. I
the life blood in shown why Young
have become certified in the
Living essential oils are
famous Essential Oil Raindrop
the veins
far superior to others. I
technique, Vitaflex, Emotional
of the plants. was shown how D.
Release, Healing Oils of the
Gary Young and Mary
Bible and Chemistry of Oils
These oils
Young continue to supCARE, the Center of
are alive.”
port the Creator God in
Aromatherapy Research and
all that they do. This
Education.
God Force Gene is the key in all of
Young Living products. It is a partThe Mona Farm, Utah, is surrounded
nership with Creator and Mother
by snow-capped mountains. The
Nature’s creation. When we connect
smell of the plants create a garden of
with Creator God and ask via muscle
pure love and peace. At the farm, I
testing we can be sure to always select
found myself in the middle of the
the proper oil.
Melissa plants. With the sun in my
face, I was taken to my knees. I felt
Where else can you go, building your
the brightest White Light come into
business while someone else tends to
my crown, I was guided to “put my
feet into the dirt”. This light extended making the product, testing, stocking
through my body, came out my feet; it the warehouse, boxing and shipping
while you get monthly rewards and
surrounded me, as it anchored deep
income? It is my desire to share this
into the Light of earth. Sitting on the
with you to show what our oils can
ground, I dug my feet into the dirt
do and why Young Living is worth
and drifted deep into meditation. At
every penny.l
that moment in time, I felt one with
God. I knew immediately that I was
one with these plants and that they
Love & Blessings Elizabeth
are directly from Creator God. I was
www.essentialoilsri.com
literally shown how these plants are
alive with God’s life force, the same
life force that resides within each one
of us. The oils are the life blood in the
me to Young Living essential oils.
This was the beginning of
beautiful friendships and
the wisdom of essential oils.
My studies fed my soul and
ignited my desire to learn
even more.
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FITNESS

FELDENKRAIS®

FELDENKRAIS®

Habituated responses to problem
areas in our lives are ingrained
in our movement patterns. This
method establishes new connections
between the brain and body through
movement re-education, thereby
eliminating old patterns and
establishing new skills that improve
the physical, mental and emotional
functioning of the body.

Sumati Kathryn Eberstadt
........... 453-8284
Motion Center Yoga, 1005 Main Street,
Pawtucket.
motioncenteryoga.com

Richard Rogers .......... 625-1128
Crossroads Movement Center,
Tiverton. (See ad below.)

RESOURCES:
✓ Feldenkrais Guild®
of North America

......... 800-775-2118

www.feldenkrais.com

FENG SHUI

FENG SHUI

The Chinese art or practice of positioning objects, buildings, and furniture, based on a belief in patterns of
yin and yang and the flow of chi that
have positive and negative effects.

Sherry Ryan ............... 751-2050
Also, ceremonial space clearing, yoga.
www.ProvidenceHealingArts.com

Urban Eden ................. 351-5632
Karen Feldman, CFS
www.karenfeldmanurbaneden.com

RESOURCES:
✓ The American Feng Shui
Institute ......... 626-571-2757
www.amfengshui.com

FITNESS

(Also See Pilates, Tai Chi, and Yoga.)

Elizabeth Phinney ...... 635-4462
Studio BodSpir, Little Compton.
www.FitnessAfterFortyFive.com
(See article page 33.)
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FITNESS

Learn to swim at the JCC!

Your child can learn to swim with our comprehensive & result driven
swim method that stresses water safety... Parents love it and kids do too!

)RUPRUHLQIRUPDWLRQFRQWDFWRXU$TXDWLFV2IÀFHDWH[W
or LKSA@jewishallianceri.org or visit jewishallianceri.org/LennyKSwim.

All are welcome!

401 Elmgrove Avenue | Providence, RI 02906

Dwares
Rhode Island

Personal Training
at the JCC!
:KDWHYHU\RXUÀWQHVVQHHGVDUH
ZHZLOOGHVLJQDSURJUDPWRKHOS
\RXDFKLHYH\RXUJRDOV
To learn more about Personal Training
and all the Dwares JCC has to offer,
contact us at: 401.421.4111or
memberservices@jewishallianceri.org.

All are welcome!
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401 Elmgrove Avenue
Providence, RI 02906

Dwares
Rhode Island

FITNESS
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Fitness Program:

5 steps to get started
By Mayo Clinic Staff

Are you thinking about starting a fitness program? Good for you! You're
only five steps away from a healthier
lifestyle.

Starting a fitness program may be one
of the best things you can do for your
health. Physical activity can reduce
your risk of chronic disease, improve
your balance and coordination, help
you lose weight — and even improve
your sleep habits and self-esteem. And
there's more good news. You can start
a fitness program in only five steps.

1. Assess your fitness level
You probably have some idea of how
fit you are. But assessing and recording baseline fitness scores can give

you benchmarks against which to
measure your progress. To assess your
aerobic and muscular fitness, flexibility, and body composition, consider
recording:
• Your pulse rate before and
immediately after walking 1 mile
(1.6 kilometers)
• How long it takes to walk 1 mile
or 400 meters, or how long it takes
to run 1.5 miles (2.41 kilometers)
• How many half situps, standard
pushups or modified pushups you
can do at a time
• How far you can reach forward
while seated on the floor with
your legs in front of you
• Your waist circumference, just
above your hipbones
• Your body mass index
(Continued page 34.)

HIP OR KNEE PAIN?
Worldwide leaders in Mako™ Robotic-Arm Assisted
Technology For Total Hip and Knee Replacement
• Highly-advanced Mako Technology for total hip
replacement, partial knee resurfacing, and now
total knee replacement offers unprecedented level
of precision to help restore mobility
For a consultation with a physician at
Ortho Rhode Island – South County Orthopedics,
call 401 789-1422.

www.southcountyhealth.org
www.scortho.com
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A partnership of South County Hospital,Ortho Rhode Island –
South County Orthopedics, and South County Home Health

Imagine If You Can …
By Elizabeth Phinney

I

am 65 years old and just started on
Medicare – now THERE’s a wake up
call!! All the guidelines and rules, what
the government tells you you have to do
or get penalized, the coverage you can
pay for, the coverage that’s included, copays – just a plethora of information,
that, ideally I will never need. At least
THAT is my plan.
What if you were in a place where you
only ate organic food, had a pure cornucopia of vegetables at your fingertips,
the beef and chickens were roaming free
and what they couldn’t get from the
ground they were fed pure organic feed
that was actually compatible with their
digestive system. Each morning you had
an amazing green drink concoction with
over 2 cups of vegetables and ½ cup of
fruit with cinnamon and garlic, sage and
flax seed, freshly grated turmeric and
ginger and some protein powder to get
the morning dose of protein.
Your morning workout was whatever that day called for from a list of
programs spread out over the
week. You drank an average of
48 – 64 ounces of water
each day and got an average of 7 – 8 hours of
sleep each night.
Each afternoon,
around 3:00PM you meditated for 30 minutes and
did some personal physical
therapy due to some
over-usage of a joint or
two.
This is my life – or at least a part of it.
You see, I have no intention of needing
Medicare. I have no intention of ever
getting sick. I am doing my part NOW,
every day, to take the time it takes to
feed myself well and take care of my
body. Now, I am not a fool – I am aware
that things can happen. But, you see, I
believe that we are what we think we
are. And, everyday, I see myself as a
healthy, fit woman of 65 who can set out
and do just about any physical task put

FITNESS

PODS SWIMMING
AQUATIC CENTER
COMPLETE PROGRAMMING UNDER
ONE ROOF - FOR INFANTS TO SENIORS
90° TEACHING POOL • 6-LANE 25-YD LAP POOL

SWIM LESSONS • LAP SWIM •
AQUA AREOBICS • BIRTHDAY PARTIES

401.337.5678

111 Commercial Way
East Providence, RI
www.podsswimming.com

in front of her. I am taking care of my
body so that it is there for me when I
need it. Because, when you give to
your body, your body will
respond to you in kind – at
least that is my overall lesson
from being a Personal Trainer over
the last 17 years.
And, as the decades go by and I continue down this road of good health, I
will continue to ask the question, “ If
everyone simply gave to their bodies
that which they take from it, imagine
how their lives would be different…
imagine how the health of our country,
our planet would be different…imagine
if you can!! l
Elizabeth is an ACE (American Council on
Exercise) Certified Personal Trainer since
2000 and holds a Speciality Certification
with ACE for Fitness Nutrition.
She is the creator of the BodSpir®
Meditative Strength Training Technique
for Fitness After Forty Five.
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FITNESS
2. Design your fitness program
It's easy to say that you'll exercise
every day. But you'll need a plan. As
you design your fitness program,
keep these points in mind:
• Consider your fitness goals. Are
you starting a fitness program to
help lose weight? Or do you have
another motivation, such as
preparing for a marathon? Having
clear goals can help you gauge
your progress and stay motivated.

• Create a balanced routine. The
Department of Health and Human
Services recommends getting at
least 150 minutes of moderate
aerobic activity or 75 minutes of
vigorous aerobic activity a week,
or a combination of moderate and
vigorous activity.
For example, try to get about 30
minutes of aerobic exercise on
most days of the week. Also aim
to incorporate strength training of
all the major muscle groups into a
fitness routine at least two days a
week.
(Continued next page.)

STRENGTHEN
YOUR FAMILY
When you join the Y, you’re committing to
more than simply becoming healthier. You are
strengthening your family and community.

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A FREE WEEK.
Become a member at any of our branches
listed below and we
will waive the
JOINERS FEE –
save up to $84!*
*Offer expires
March 31, 2018

MacColl YMCA
Lincoln, RI
401.725.0773

Pawtucket Family YMCA
Pawtucket, RI
401.727.7900

Woonsocket YMCA
Woonsocket, RI
401.769.0791

www.ymcapawtucket.org
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• Start slow and progress slowly. If
you're just beginning to exercise,
start cautiously and progress
slowly. If you have an injury or a
medical condition, consult your
doctor or an exercise therapist for
help designing a fitness program
that gradually improves your
range of motion, strength and
endurance.
• Build activity into your daily
routine. Finding time to exercise
can be a challenge. To make it
easier, schedule time to exercise as
you would any other appointment. Plan to watch your favorite
show while walking on the treadmill, read while riding a stationary
bike, or take a break to go on a
walk at work.

FITNESS

forms of activity, such as biking or
water exercise, also reduces your
chances of injuring or overusing
one specific muscle or joint. Plan
to alternate among activities that
emphasize different parts of your
body, such as walking, swimming
and strength training.
• Allow time for recovery. Many
people start exercising with frenzied zeal — working out too long
or too intensely — and give up
when their muscles and joints
become sore or injured. Plan time
between sessions for your body to
rest and recover.
• Put it on paper. A written plan
may encourage you to stay on
track. l

• Plan to include different activities.
Different activities (cross-training)
can keep exercise boredom at bay.
Cross-training using low-impact
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FLOWER ESSENCE

(Continued Fitness)

ShapeupRI

www.shapeupri.org
This annual statewide health campaign
encourages Rhode Islanders to improve
their health and lifestyle. Lots of FREE
and fun events for the whole family!

RESOURCES:
✓ American Council on
Exercise ........... 888-825-3636
www.acefitness.org

✓ The President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports
www.fitness.gov

FLOWER ESSENCE
FLOWER ESSENCE

Flower essences can help us gently
release unwanted emotions and
behaviors, while helping to foster
our innate strengths. Flower essences
are remedies made from the blossoms
of plants and trees and are taken
orally in liquid dropper form or
applied topically. Within the context
of Flower Essence Therapy, flower
essences work subtly to affect
profound change.

Linda Beal ................. 212-0954
Flower Essence Therapy.
www.innergardentherapy.com
(See ad below.)

HEALTH FOOD
STORES & MARKETS
(See Nutrition.)

HERBALISTS/
HERBS

(See also Aromatherapy & Essential
Oils.)

Susan Clements ........... 369-4297
North Kingstown.

Earth and Ocean Herbals &
Wellness ...................... 369-4297
Susan Clements, Herbalist, L.Est.,
Reflexologist
www.earthoceanherbals.com

Kim Falcone, Herbalist
.......... 218-0418
Lily's Garden Herbals, LLC.
50 Tuckertown Road, Wakefield.
lilysgardenherbals.com
(See ad below and article next page.)

Farmacy Herbs .......... 270-5223
Mary Blue, 28 Cemetery St., Prov.
www.farmacyherbs.com

Jenna Fontaine ........... 585-8700
Urban Bliss Holistic Boutique
1005 Main St., Ste. 1214, Pawtucket.
www.urbanblissri.com
(See article page 39.)

Do you know what’s
in your cleaning
products?
Give mine a try! At Lily’s Garden
Herbals, I create natural household
cleaners with herbal essential oils
which provide soothing aromatherapy.
Non-toxic. Safe for family, pets, the
planet and they really work!
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HERBAL PRODUCTS FOR HEALTH & HOME

401.218.0418

lilysgardenherbals.com

Made
in
Rhode
Island

Clean home/
healthy home!

HERBS/NATURAL CLEANERS

By Kim Falcone, Herbalist, B.Sc.

We all want a clean home, right? But

at what cost? Advertising tells us we
must kill germs or we are not good parents. But the public is becoming more
enlightened. We want clean AND safefor our families, pets, and the planet. I
hope to steer you in the direction of
healthy house cleaning with these tips.
First the bad news.

Diethanolamine - because it absorbs
water, it is a very efficient surfactant and
corrosion inhibitor. Many conventionally made detergents, shampoos and cosmetics contain DEA. Exposure can lead
to skin, respiratory complications,
according to reports by the EPA. The
National Toxicology Program has
reported an increased incidence of liver
and kidney tumors in mice from dermal
exposure to diethanolamine.
Formaldehyde - possesses disinfectant

properties but can cause eye, respiratory
and skin irritation, headaches and nausea in the short term . A National
Cancer Institute study has found that
prolonged formaldehyde exposure has
resulted in leukemia in funeral workers.
Parabens - An array of chemicals with
similar molecular structures used in
household detergents and cosmetic
products to extend their shelf life. They
have preservative, antibacterial and fungicidal properties but cause allergic
reactions, are known endocrine disrupters and can develop into hormonal
cancers.

Phthalates - used to soften plastics
that would otherwise crack when bent.
Because phthalates are not chemically
bound to the plastics they're added to,
they're continuously released into the air
or food or liquid. Ever notice how plastic sometimes hardens over time? That's
because the phthalates have leached out
of it. Most artificially scented household
products contain phthalates, like scented
toilet paper, air fresheners and dishwashing soaps. Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate is listed as "reasonably anticipated
to be a human carcinogen" by the
National Toxicology Program.

Sodium Hypochlorite - a chlorine-

based chemical in household bleach, has
been found to be an eye, skin and respiratory system irritant. But even worse it
is toxic to aquatic life and has negative
effects on the mammalian digestive,
endocrine, nervous, and urinary systems. When inadvertently mixed with
ammonia, another strong chemical, it
can cause severe respiratory irritation.

Triclosan - most often found in liquid

hand soaps and sanitizers as an antibacterial agent but has been found to be a
hormone disrupter that impairs mitochondrial function in mammalian cells.
Due to its rampant use, its concentration
in the water supply is very high where
it's toxic to aquatic life.

Now the good news! Always read
labels-knowledge is power! Look for
household product labels that read:
phosphate/solvent/petroleum free,
and/or biodegradable. Avoid products
that read 'Danger, 'Caution,' or 'Causes
Burns'. Look for brands that list nontoxic (like the ones listed below) product
ingredients. You can be sure that if the
manufacturer has not included an ingredient list they don't want you to know
what is in their product. Beware of
brands/product labels that read 'environmentally or eco-friendly', 'fresh
lemon scent', 'no CFC's' (they were
banned in 1978) 'all natural' and don't
include an ingredient list. This is called
'green washing', a false advertising
claim. For more information, visit: ecolabels.org; www.ewg.org; https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/
Make it yourself! Make your own cleaning products with white vinegar, distilled water, borax, hydrogen peroxide,
essential oils, lemon juice, citric acid and
more. There are many recipes online, as
well as Youtube videos to guide you
through the steps to make them.
Homemade products will save you
money and cut down on plastic thrown
into the waste stream. And actually
feeling good when the cleaning is done
rather than stuffed up, dizzy or nauseous, is a wonderful bonus. And need
I add, good for the planet!l
For more information contact:
Kim Falcone at
kim@lilysgardenherbals.com
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HERBS/HERBALISTS
The Herb Wyfe ........... 783-4656

Belmont Market, 600 Kingstown Rd.,
Wakefield. www.herbwyfe.com

Herbwise Naturals ...... 596-7815

The Silver Willow
........ 508-336-8813
www.TheSilverWillow.com
54 Fall River Ave., Rehoboth, MA.
Herbal Apprenticeship Program.
(See ad page 61.)

35 Broad Street, Westerly.
www.herbwisenaturals.com
(See ad page 74.)

Jahmu PBC ................. 294-1480
(A turmeric-ginger chai tea public benefit
corporation)
North Kingstown
www.jahmu.com
(See ad below.)

Marcie Millar, RD, LDN (Holistic)
................... 782-6800
Vitamin Smart Directions, Inc.
New location in Feb - 213 Robinson
Street, Wakefield.
INSURANCE ACCEPTED.
(See ad page 44, 73.)

Newport Aromatherapy
................... 846-1101
Cynthia Marie LaBonte, Biochemist
109 Bellevue Ave., Newport.
www.newportaromatherapy.com

HERBS/HERBALIST RESOURCES:

✓ The American Botanical
Council www.abc.herbalgram.org
.............. 800-373-7105

✓ American Herbalists Guild
......... 617-520-4372
www.americanherbalistsguild.com

✓ Herb Research Foundation
......... 303-449-2265
www.herbs.org

✓ The Herb Society of
America ............ 440-256-0514
www.herbsociety.org

Kay Parent, Community
Herbalist RH(AHG) ..... 849-7068
38 Weaver Ave., Newport.
www.kayparent.com

HOLISTIC BUSINESS
SERVICES
(See also Education.)

Holistic Healing Association
www.rihha.org (See ad page 21.)

Drink
more
turmeric!
jahmu.com
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Inspired Living
Center for Integrative
Leadership & Wellness
........... 877-228-8598
259 Thames Street, Bristol
www.startlivinginspired.org

Terry Wildemann, CEC,CPCC,CPBA
......... 849-5900
www.IntuitiveLeadership.com

Got Pain?

HERBS

and is involved in a variety of
physiological processes including
appetite, pain-sensation, mood,
and memory.
Rebel Reef is a new handcrafted
topical product company in Rhode
merica is a nation in pain. More Island with a special background
than 100 million people suffer
in natural medicine. The founders
from chronic pain at a cost of
include an Herbalist, Chinese
$600 billion a year in medical
Medicine Practitioner, and a
treatments and lost
Massage Therapist who have
productivity. Pain’s
held a keen interest in pain
severity, duration,
management in their pracresponse to treatment,
tices. They discovered the
and disabling effects
healing magic which lies with
vary widely from person
in whole plant medicine,
to person because
when multiple natural
pain is much more
Hemp CBD has
components come togeththan a biological
been shown to be er to form herbal synergy.
occurrence. Pain is
This occurs when the sum
effective in the
largely misundertreatment of pain, of the whole is greater
stood and mistreatthan the sum of its parts.
inflammation, and They have taken
ed because it is
invisible, it has emomuscle spasms.
Industrial Hemp derived
tional and cognitive
CBD and combined it with
factors, and is often
other ethically and suschronic, requiring constant attentainably sourced botanicals, arotion and care.
matic plant oils, and nutrient-rich
oils to form products that allow
The full healing potential of thera- everyone to harness the healing
peutic plant medicine is now being power of Cannabis. Furthermore,
discovered within Industrial
their products were specifically
Hemp due to a unique compound
formulated to promote cellular
known as CBD, or Cannabidoil.
healing, decrease pain and inflamScientists have found that when
mation, and improve skin abnorapplied externally on the skin,
malities. To learn more about
Hemp CBD has been shown to be
hemp CBD and how to incorpoeffective in the treatment of pain,
rate it into your life and skincare
inflammation, and muscle spasms. routine, please visit
It works by binding to a network
www.rebelreef.com l
of receptors (CB1+CB2) located
throughout the body that are part
~ Jenna Fontaine
of the endocannabinoid system.
www.urbanblissri.com
The endocannabinoid system is
innate within the human body

Find relief with
Hemp CBD.
A
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HOLISTIC PRACTITIONERS

HOLISTIC
PRACTITIONERS

(Doctors, Therapists, Counselors,
Consultants, Coaches, Shaman)
Rev. Tim Anderson, RMT
.......... 225-8149
Spiritual & life transitional coaching,
reiki treatments and training
tripplefortecoach.com

Lisa Ashton, RN ......... 500-1908
Medium, Reiki Master, Medical Empath
and more. Northernlights.one
(See ad back cover and page 85.)

Suicide Prevention:
How you can help
save a life!
Suicide is a public health issue that
affects all individuals regardless of
their background or current socioeconomic status. On average, there are
121 suicides per day in the United
States, leading to over 44,000 lives cut
short by suicide each year. Despite
these sobering statistics, there are
proven ways for you to help keep
your friends, family, and others
around you safe. While advanced
training is available for those who are
interested (see below for more information) you can help prevent suicide
by taking these basic steps:

1.Watch for Warning Signs of
Suicidal Behavior.
These signs may mean that someone
is at risk for suicide. Risk is greater
if the behavior is new, or has
increased, and if it seems related to a
painful event, loss, or change:

•Talking about wanting to die or kill
oneself
•Looking for a way to kill oneself
•Talking about feeling hopeless or having
no reason to live
•Talking about feeling trapped or being in
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Gay BenTre’, D.AC. R.N.
......... 207-4670
www.drgaybentre.com

Cristina Berard, RPh., M.Ed.
............ 486-5642
www.holisticinfo.blogspot.com

Shari Bitsis .................. 465-4249
Spirit of Agape, 165 Elm St., Seekonk,
MA. www.spiritofagape.com

Nikolai Diana Blinow, MA,
CAGS, LMHC, CYT ........ 379-9998
OMpowerment Psychotherapy
897 Reservoir Ave., Cranston.
ompowermentpsych.com
unbearable pain
•Talking about being a burden to others
•Increasing the use of alcohol or drugs
•Acting anxious or agitated; behaving
recklessly
•Sleeping too little or too much
•Withdrawing or feeling isolated
•Showing rage or talking about seeking
revenge
•Displaying extreme mood swings

2.Support the Individual and
Get Help

• Ask them if they are thinking about
killing themselves. (This will not put the
idea into their head or make it more
likely that they will attempt suicide.)
• Listen without judging and show you
care.
• Stay with the person (or make sure the
person is in a private, secure place with
another caring person) until you can get
further help.
• Remove or lock up any objects that
could be used in a suicide attempt. (for
example: firearms, unused prescription
medications, razor blades, etc.) Visit
www.suicideproof.org for more
information.
• Call SAMHSA’s National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK
(8255) and follow their guidance.
• If danger for self-harm seems imminent,
call 911.

For advanced suicide prevention
training programs and other resources
please visit www.riyouthsuicide
preventionproject.org.

HOLISTIC PRACTITIONERS

Healing for Tomorrow;
The Way of the Shaman
by Cris McCullough, MA

Change may come slowly, but change

always comes. Think about it. In the 1970’s
the practice of Yoga was thought by many
to be a cult or some form of religious
indoctrination. Now there seems to be a
Yoga studio on every corner and Yoga is
practiced by seniors and children, mothers and millennial alike. Yoga has been
proven to lower blood pressure and promote release of stress, which is considered
a good thing by modern medicine.
Hospitals now allow and promote massage, reflexology, acupuncture and Reiki
for their patients, recognizing the therapeutic qualities of these healing techniques. An Holistic Models of wellness
support, those that engage the person
Physically, Emotionally, Mentally and
Spiritually, are beginning to gain recognition for their part in nurturing a person’s
return to health and in keeping them
healthy.
The indigenous practice of Shamanism is
another technique which may be in line
for consideration for inclusion in the modern Western medical model. When anthropologist Michael Harner wrote “The Way
of the Shaman” in 1980, few people outside the realm of academia had even heard
the term “Shaman”. Shamans were considered the “witch doctors” and “medicine
men” of certain tribal Peoples, and were
often discounted as being schizophrenic or
otherwise mentally disturbed folk who
communed with Spirits. Harner’s book
slowly began to change that colonial attitude by revealing how, in scientific terms,
the practice of Shamanic techniques parallel forms of medically recognized healing
methods, and can enhance and support
the healing process. Harner formed The
Foundation for Shamanic Studies to offer
the scientific community the ability to test
and study the efficacy of Shamanism and
to train healers in the use of Shamanic
techniques.
For instance, the use of sound induction,
central to the practice of Shamanism
through the use of drumming or the use of
rattles, is known now, through scientific
measurement, to induce relaxation and
enhance the immune system through theta

wave production and
brain wave synchronization.
Drumming has been incorporated into
programs which target PTSD (post traumatic stress disorder) and in substance
abuse programs with great success.
Expressive arts therapist, Jeanne
Achterberg (Imagery in Healing;
Shamanism and Modern Medicine) writes
of Shamanism as acting on both a preverbal and transpersonal level, primarily acting on a Spiritual level by inducing altered
states of consciousness that encourage self
healing. Where the modern medical model
focuses on illness as coming intrusions
from without, like viruses, a Shamanic
model sees illness as originating from a
Spiritual/Emotional dis-empowerment.
This imbalance, whether internal or external, robs the patient of his “power” and
opens the way to dis- ease. For the
Shaman it is more important to return the
patient too their “power” and to balance.
Healing from the inside out, as it were.
The recognition is that disease can lead to
vision and Spiritual growth and it is
important to heal on the level of Spirit by
re- integration, or a coming into balance,
with one’s family/community as well as
with one’s environment.
Achterberg posits,” The function of any
society’s health system is ultimately tied
to the philosophical convictions that the
members hold regarding the purpose for
life itself.”
Health is being in balance and maintaining communication with animals, plants,
minerals and the stars.
Given the current chaotic climate surrounding our health care system, it just
may be time to give a little more consideration to the world view for continued
health that Shamanism has to offer, that
continued wellness for human beings is
connected to the overall health of the planet and of our communities.l
Cris McCullough is a Holistic Counselor
who uses integrative, holistic healing
techniques, including Shamanic journeywork, in her practice at Northern Lights
Holistic in Portsmouth, R.I.
www.SoulWisdomHealing.com
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Debbie McBride

F

Instructor
Mediumship
Psychic
Akashic Records
Angel Cards
Reiki Master

7 7 4- 2 6 6- 61 99 F

NOR TH ER N LI G H TS HO LI STI C
www.NorthernLights.one
204 Clock Tower Square
Portsmouth, RI 02871

Joy Quinn Blum, MA, M.Div.,
CHt. ............................ 258-3952
Holistic Psychotherapy, Health Coaching
& Sound Healing. Offices in Providence
and E. Greenwich
www.gongsofjoy.com
www.betterhealthwithjoy.com
Lisa Bowker, MSW ...... 261-8337
Advanced Integrative Therapy
www.lisabowker.com

C. Carol Chevalier, MS, LMFT
.......... 440-2882
3285 S. County Trail, E. Greenwich

Susan Catherine Collyer
Intuitive Healer
...... 383-6178 or 533-0153
www.SusanCatherine.com
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Create Your Life! ........ 569-7017
Tara Steeves, Life Coach
www.createyourlifeinc.com

Diane DeCorte ............ 440-2330

Healing Heart and Soul. 26 Redgate Rd,
Cumberland.

Elizabeth Desrochers, Shaman
........... 447-3671
Shaman, Spiritual Healer and more.
Young Living Oil distributor. Johnston.
ancientwiz.com or qhht-elizabeth.com
www.essentialoilsri.com

Joanne DiBello, MS, M.Ed.
............ 521-3427
Providence. Specializing in services to
individuals with Cancer/ life
threatening illness & their families.

Paul DiSegna .............. 736-6500
Shamanic Practitioner.
www.Energy-N-Elements.com

Functional Mind ......... 270-4541
www.fxnmind.com

Tammy L. Garceau, LICSW, CIMI
................... 398-8944
Center for Counseling & Wellness.
3285 S. County Trail, E. Greenwich.
thecenterforcounselingandwellness.com

Barbara J. Gilfillan, RScP
.......... 486-9650
Providence area
www.Concordiacsl.com

HOLISTIC PRACTITIONERS

Finding Balance Online
and in Real Life in Stressful Times
Are you growing exhausted from the
divisive climate as our two party system is

becoming increasingly more divided and
accusations of sexual misconduct makes
headline news daily? Are you addressing
the exhaustion, or are you doing the same
thing, day after day, and growing wearier?
If you fall in to the latter category, let's
explore coping strategies that might help
in this complicated time.
Setting boundaries for what and how
much you consume is a coping strategy.
Start by limiting your TV and internet,
especially news or reality shows and
social media. For social media, incessant
scrolling can lead to a trance like experience during which you are not living in
the present moment. Set limits and honor
them. Help your children set limits for
themselves for use of social media as well,
but you to be an example.
The stories and drama are captivating
but exhausting. We can’t control the
behavior of others, but we can choose how
we let their behavior impact us.

~ Jane Mizrahi, LICSW
We now live in a 24-hour news cycle and
often the same stories are repeated many
many times. The repetition and sense of
helplessness is exhausting and over time
will reinforce negative thinking.

Recent research has shown
that many of the viewers of
traumatic events experience a
greater sense of PTSD than
people who were actually at
the event as it happens.
This is all due to the excessive repetition.
Choose to tune out and take control of the
constant stream of negative reinforcement.
When you choose to tune out, fill the
void with more constructive activities;
take a walk, meditate, be mindful of your
surroundings. If you prefer to be entertained, choose media that is positive, reinforcing positive new neural connections.

Have you ever thought about seeking therapy
but then hesitated, afraid it will be too difficult?
Yes, therapy can be hard. Yet, on the other side of that hard work
is the freedom for you to live the life you want to live.
I help my clients unlearn negative ways of thinking and doing,
ways that interfere with living their best life possible.
I offer individual and group therapy services
for adolescents and adults with a mind,
body and energy balanced approach.

Jane Mizrahi, LICSW



401.824.4042

Consultations are free. Most insurances accepted.

Explore with others.

Introducing

Current groups include:


Adolescent Girl Empowerment
 Therapist Peer Support



Living Wisely,
A Group for Women

New groups added based on interest and need

180 Gano Street, Providence, RI



groupsworks.com



groups@groupsworks.com
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HOLISTIC PRACTITIONERS
Watch inspiring TED talks or attend classes. Tune into your creative side; reconnect
with music or art. Read a book about a
topic of interest etc. Re-engage in movement/exercise. Finally get out more and
engage in your community. It’s too easy
to become so engaged in living on your
Iphone you loose connection with real
people. Explore local opportunities to
take a class, volunteer, in other words get
involved.
Here's the caveat. When you tune in,
choose who you engage with and how
you engage, being a wiser you. Choosing
wisely is a coping strategy.
For example, set some guidelines. Here
are some I set for myself; If I disagree with
someone, online (or in real life), it’s my
choice how to engage. Sometimes yes,
sometimes no, but I am kind, regardless. If
I experience unkindness, it’s my choice, I
can disengage. If I choose to share my perspective with others (particularly with
whom I disagree) it is because I've decided that sharing my perspective is important to me, but their response is not my
responsibility and not in my control! What
I choose, more often, is to spend more
time with people where we can both grow.
We may disagree but can do so in a
respectful way that benefits both of us.
Joining social media campaigns like
#metoo might be a helpful way to use
your voice, because sharing your story is
an integral part of healing and hashtags
are a kind of community. An important
part of engaging in social media is balancing that environment with a good dose of
the real world of real people, particularly
those who you know have your interests
at heart.
An effective strategy to become more
engaged is to take action. When you do
take action you stop being a victim and
can feel more empowered. If you don’t
like the direction of your elected officials
get involved. If you're not sure where to
begin, go on the RI.Gov website
http://www.rilin.state.ri.us/Pages/Defau
lt.aspx to see what’s on the docket and
who to call. RI senators are: Jack Reed and
Sheldon Whitehouse and the number for
Sheldon Whitehouse is: 202-224-2921 and
for Jack Reed: (202) 224-4642. And finally
and most important, vote in local elections, and not just the presidential elections. Use your voice, choose to engage. It
matters.
Setting boundaries and using your voice
need to be done with strong communication skills, so here are some tips.
Consider using the "help me understand
" preface to your questions. For instance,
"Help me understand the purpose of saying such and such..." This allows people to
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share their point of view. Then you might
listen and reflect back what you heard
them say. People like to be heard and even
more, understood. This is assuming this
isn't a text/social media communication. (I
don't recommend arguing by social media,
there is too much room for misunderstanding and not enough room for
nuance).
I also recommend using "I" statements
such as "I feel bad when.." instead of, "you
did this, or "you are this." This helps you
take responsibility for your experience,
because, remember, you can't control the
behavior of others but can control how
you let others impact and influence you,
and it is your behavior you need to take
responsibility for. If the person with
whom you are engaging is speaking
unkindly, set boundaries by saying "When
you are calmer, or kinder, we can talk."
How do I work the skills? Skill building
requires constant awareness and practice. I
do pretty well with limiting my social
media consumption, with Twitter being
the most challenging to curtail, as that is
where I share with our elected officials
how I feel about their governing. Using
my voice on Twitter feels helpful to me. I
mostly limit my news consumption to two
newscasters, Rachel Maddow & Chris
Hayes. Through the noise of the political
and social climate, I use meditation, yoga,
walking and, if I have time, hiking for self
care. I set pretty strong boundaries on
social media and in real life, after all, as a
therapist I am inspired, by my clients, to
walk the walk of coping skills, using my
voice. l

Office Space Rental
Downtown Wakefield

THERMAL HEATED TILE FLOORS
CONVENIENT PARKING
HANDICAP ACCESS/RESTROOM
A SPECIAL PLACE TO WORK

213 Robinson Street in Wakefield
CALL MARCIE: 401-782-6800

HOLISTIC PRACTITIONERS
Nancy Gordon, Ed.D ... 625-1128
Crossroads Movement Center, Tiverton.
Specializes in helping individuals,
groups, and organizations to identify
options, manage difficult times, plan
changes and transitions, and rediscover
wholeness. (See ad on page 29.)

Cris McCullough, MA, Community
Shaman .......................... 293-5655
Soul Wisdom Healing Arts/
www.SoulWisdomHealing.com
Northern Lights Holistic
204 B Clock Tower Plaza, Portsmouth

Benjamin C. Hall, LCDP
Counselor ............................ 406-3810

Bnourished, LLC, Saunderstown
www.bnourished.com

The Journey to Hope, Health, and
Healing
86 Beach St., Westerly

Katie McDonald ......... 965-4486
Joanna Meriwether, BS, MSW
............ 837-8870
Holistic Health Counseling & Coaching

www.joannameriwether.com
Melissa Hecht, MSW, LICSW,
RMT
................. 508-951-9828
Jane Mizrahi, LICSW
Intuitive Therapy, 1300 Park Ave.,
.............. 824-4042
Woonsocket. www.intuitive-therapy.com
180 Gano Street, Providence

www.groupsworks.com
Susan Hurd, MA, CAGS, LMHC
........... 787-2355 (See ad and article page 43.)
150 Waterman St., Providence
Paradigm Shift, LLC ... 413-5358
www.mindful-livingcenter.com

Barbara L. Holtzman, MSW,
LICSW ............................... 789-0777

1395 Atwood Ave., Ste 201, Johnston
www.paradigmshiftri.com

Offices in Providence and Wakefield
www.barbaraholtzman.net and
makingpeacewithfoodandyourbody.com

Shirley J. Pryor, MA, CAGS, LMT
......... 369-1829

Teri Magnan ................ 474-1457

Debbee Radcliff .......... 793-0097

All About You Wellness
2180 Mendon Road, Cumberland.

Debbie McBride .. 774-266-6199
Mediumship, Reiki, Trance
Communication and Certified Akashic
Records Teacher. Northernlights.one
(See ad page 42 and back cover.)

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT,
RMT
...................222-9824
Energy Balancing Bodywork (EBB)
conducted in 90 Minute Sessions for
Pain and Anxiety Release, Spiritual
Regression and Mind-Body-Spirit
Connection at Hope Valley Massage.
Discounts for students and when purchasing multiple sessions.
hopevalleymassage.com and
amtamembers.com/marksmccarthy
(See ad page 59 and article page 18.)

Expressive Arts Therapy.

Creatigo, Creative paths to I AM ...
Empowering Families
www.creatigo.org

Dr. Roger Redleaf ...... 944-6582
95 Sockanosset Cross Rd., Cranston.

Jude Rittenhouse ........ 218-3764
Integrated Healing Services, Westerly.
www.IntegratedHealingServices.com
www.JudeRittenhouse.com

Tara Crawford Roth, PCC
........ 258-3732
www.TaraRoth.com

Rochelle Sokoll .... 508-496-4661
www.Fullcirclecelebrant.com

Rachael Smith, RN, MA, CRC,
LCMHC ........................ 828-5065
81 Station Street, Coventry
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HOMEOPATHY
Soul Wisdom Healing Arts
........ 662-6642
Christine McCullough, MA, Holistic
Counseling. Compassionate, Caring and
Integrative approaches to empowering
you to change. (See ad page 63.)

Tony Tavares ............... 952-5529
781 Edgewater Drive, Blackstone, MA
www.tonytavares.com

Karyne B. Wilner, PsyD Licensed
Psychologist ..................... 316-7041
www.drkaryne-wilner.com
1005 Aquidneck Ave., First Floor,
Middletown. (See ad page 42.)

Kate Wolfe, LMFT ...... 527-9179
63 Sockanosset Cross Road, Suite 2A-4,
Cranston.

Cheryl Wright, BSE
................ 617-448-8749
Holistic life, success and empowerment
coach. www.Wrightherenow.com

HOMEOPATHY

RESOURCES:
✓ Homeopathic Educational
Services
www.homeopathic.com

✓ National Center for
Homeopathy .... 703-506-3266
www.homeopathic.org

✓ www.drluc.com

HYPNOSIS (DEPTH)
Janet Larson, MA, MS, C-IAYT
......... 932-5558
Jamestown. Also Certified Yoga therapist/teacher. www.westferryyoga.com

Katharine Rossi .......... 924-0567
Depth Hypnosis and Shamanic
Practitioner. www.fireseedcenter.com

(See article next page.)

Mark Brody ................ 861-4643
295 Angell St., Prov.

Kelly Karpoe ............... 849-0037
Classical Homeopathy, Newport.
www.remedythat.org

Vandana Pitke ............ 573-3757
www.Omhomeopathy.com
(See ad below and article next page.)

OM HOMEOPATHY

Homeopathy has many remedies to offer for Acute & Chronic Conditions.
Discover a holistic perspective towards health and wellness.

Vandana Pitke

BHMS, MS, CCH
Certified Classical Homeopath

www.omhomeopathy.com
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It’s My Health

1099 Mendon Road

Cumberland, RI

401-573-3757

HOMEOPATHY

Introduction to

Homeopathy

So, in homeopathy, each person is
regarded as a sum of one’s symptoms
and one’s innermost feelings regarding the disease. Since the aim
is to understand each person
omeopathy was developed
as an individual, the homeby Samuel Hahnemann (1755opath looks for things that
1843), a German medical docare most individualistic of
tor, who became disillusioned
people.
with the barbaric treatments
e.g. With chronic pain cases,
like bloodletting, leeches, merhomeopaths ask about the
cury application, creating
location of pain, the senan artificial wound etc. of
“A substance sation/character of pain
his time.
that causes
(or how one describes the
The word “homeopathy”
symptoms of a pain), and most imporcomes from Greek words:
the emotional
homoeos – similar, pathos –
disease in a tantly
aspect in general as well
suffering. The basis of
healthy person as how the person is
Homeopathy is the princican cure a sick expressing one’s emotions
ple “like cures like” or
person
suffering and feelings in relation
“Law of Similars.” That
from similar with the pain. For exammeans a substance that
while explaining their
causes symptoms of a dissymptoms.” ple,
backache some will say, “I
ease in a healthy person can
feel as if I am stabbed,”
cure a sick person suffering from simiwhile others might say, “I feel I am
lar symptoms.
not supported,” or “I feel heavy/ burHomeopathic remedies are mostly
dened general aches and soreness.”
made from plants and minerals.
Once the homeopath has derived a
Unlike herbal extracts or supplements,
complete picture of a person as an
which contain many molecules of the
original substance, homeopathic reme- “whole individual” he attempts to
dies are diluted so many times during match all these symptoms with a very
similar picture of medicines from
the preparation, that they become
homeopathic textbooks. Homeopathic
very safe, non-toxic and have no side
remedies are described in a lot of
effects when used. They do not interdetail; each medicine is described as if
act with conventional medicines and,
can even be used for infants and preg- it were an individual. Homeopaths
analyze the case and select the remedy
nant women.
in a best suitable potency for that parAccording to the World Health
ticular case.It is like finding the key to
Organization, homeopathy is the seca lock. And this is called a
ond most used form of medicine in
“Constitutional remedy.”
the world today. It is part of the conThe initial session of case taking
ventional healthcare system in France,
may take almost 2 hrs. to get all the
Germany, Switzerland, India, and
details.Many times people feel relaxed
most of South America.
or relieved during the process of case
The aim of homeopathy is not only
taking itself. After 6-8 wks first followto treat any acute as well as chronic
up is taken.l
condition but to address its underlying cause and individual susceptibiliVandana Pitke is a certified classical
ty. As far as therapeutic medication is
homeopath. To learn more, visit
concerned, several remedies are availOmHomeopathy.com
able to treat any condition and right
remedy can be selected on the basis of
cause, sensations and modalities of
the complaints all together.

H
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HOSPITALS

HOSPITAL OFFERED
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
IN RHODE ISLAND
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Care New England
Community Education
www.carenewengland.org

CNE offers an array of programs
designed to provide members of the
community with the information, support and resources they need to make
informed decisions about their health
and the health of their families.
Residents of Rhode Island and
southeastern Massachusetts have convenient access to free health lectures,
screenings, lending libraries, support
groups, childbirth and parenting
classes. Community organizations and
employees of area businesses benefit
from wellness lectures we deliver
on-site.

Lifespan: Women’s
Medicine Collaborative
www.womensmedicine.org

146 West River St., Providence
Committed to helping women reach
their greatest health potential in body,
mind and spirit. Includes programs in
Lifestyle, nutrition, healthy weight,
mindfulness-based stress reduction,

HOSPITALS
yoga (Intro, Chair and Prenatal), massage therapy, acupuncture, chiropractic and more.

South County Hospital
For the health of the community
South County Health is recognized as
a global leader for hip and knee surgeries using Mako technology, and
valued locally for its connections with
the community. In addition to the
high-quality medical care provided
there, South County Health offers
ongoing educational and informational programs, support groups, counseling, and rehabilitation services
throughout Washington County, many
free of charge. South County Health
Talks - Each month, physicians from a
variety of specialties host free presentations in the community where people can ask questions of the experts in
an informal group setting.
(Continued South County Hospital
page 51.)

UnitedHealthcare Community Plan provides

aﬀordable health insurance coverage
for you and your family.
1-800-587-5187, TTY 711
UHCCommunityPlan.com

©2016 United Healthcare Services, Inc. All rights reserved.
CST11082 5/16
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He wants to be big.
She wants to stay strong.

We’ve got them both covered.
Our family medicine providers care for patients of all ages. Our internal
medicine providers care for adults. Whether you’re an old soul or young at
heart, our primary care team is here to help you stay healthy.
New flexible hours and walk-ins for established patients, including
Saturdays at our Newport location.
Lifespan Physician Group, Inc., Primary Care
Newport: 606-4510
Portsmouth: 606-4550
Tiverton: 624-1400
Jamestown Family Practice
423-2616
Portsmouth Family Medicine
683-3300

Welcoming new patients at all of our convenient locations.
Find a doctor at NewportHospital.org
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(Continued South County Hospital)
“Baby-Friendly” – As the first hospital
in RI to earn this designation, new
and expectant parents build confidence through Childbirth Education
Classes, Accident Prevention & CPR,
Breastfeeding Support and New
Moms’ Support Groups.
Rehabilitation – Patients do more than
survive, they thrive at the state-of-theart Wellness & Fitness Center.
Supervised programs are designed for
cardiac, pulmonary and cancer
patients to improve the healing
process, and others who want to prevent medical problems by staying fit.
Support & Counseling – Diabetes,
cancer, nutrition and
smoking cessation
are just some of the
topics discussed in a
group or through
individual sessions.
For a complete description of classes, events and
lectures offered by South
County Health, visit
southcountyhealth.org.

Women and Infants
Hospital
www.womenandinfants.org

Women & Infants' Health Education
and Community Outreach
Department provides women with the
information, support and resources
they need so that they are able to
make informed decisions about their
health and the health of their families.
Through the hospital’s main campus
and its Centers for Health Education
at our medical office buildings,
women living in Rhode Island and
southeastern Massachusetts have
convenient access to:
l Free health lectures
l Lending libraries
l Support groups
l Childbirth and parenting classes
l Breastfeeding support services

New!

Neighborhood
Rewards*

Our members get great
health coverage and may
be eligible for special
perks and rewards for
healthy living, such as:

• Yearly check-ups
• Immunizations
• Joining a gym
*Restrictions apply

nhpri.org/rewards
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For a List of Patient
Service Center Locations:

401-793-4242

800-980-4244

LifespanLabs.org

Tel: 401-444-7770
Imaging.Lifespan.org
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Research Studies

Have you ever wondered

how your doctor can quickly
diagnose and treat most illnesses you encounter?
Although you may not be
aware of it, clinical research
studies are at the core of all
health care you have
received. Clinical research
includes investigation of current
facts, diagnosis procedures, or treatment methods, as well as experimentation with new approaches to produce the most effective procedures for
medical care. It is an ongoing, scientific process that is necessary to ensure
that the knowledge gained is effectively applied to those in need of care.
Most research studies have certain criteria for participation, ranging from
general age cut-offs to specific medical
diagnoses. Once an individual is
deemed eligible, the first step in participating in a research study is called
the informed consent process. During
this process, a member of the research
staff will explain the purpose of the
study to the participant, as well as the
procedures for their involvement in
the study and any risks and benefits
that they may receive by participating
in the study. Afterwards, the participant completes the tasks associated
with the protocol for the study they
are involved in. This can include
completing a few surveys or interviews, undergoing tasks or medical
procedures, or participating in specific
intervention or prevention methods.
The length of participation in the
study is also highly variable. Some
studies, called cross-sectional studies,
involve one or several visits in

RESEARCH STUDIES

succession at one time
point. Other, longitudinal
studies, follow the same
participant over time, and
require follow-up visits at
regular intervals.

Approximately 1,500 current
clinical research studies are
underway, including tests of
new drugs, devices, and
diagnostics for people with cancer,
heart disease, diabetes, and brain
injury. At Lifespan, we are also
nationally recognized for our research
in psychiatry, preventive medicine,
and behavioral medicine, including
our studies on depression, sleep disorders, weight control, and substance
abuse.
To learn about the various research
opportunities available through
Lifespan, visit
www.lifespan.org/research or call the
Office of Research Administration at
444-5113.
To find research opportunites
at Care New England, visit
www.carenewengland.com/research.
Currently, Dr. Andrea Goldschmidt, a
professor at Alpert Medical School of
Brown University, is recruiting 10-17
year olds for a study looking at emotions and brain functioning in overweight children Contact Caroline
West, Project Coorcinator,
at 401-793-8283 or
caroline.west@lifespan.org
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New Day, New World,
New Possibilities.
Our dedication to the patients we serve runs deep, and our vision
of advancing Westerly Hospital is becoming a reality. The people
of Westerly Hospital are strong, and with Yale New Haven Health
we are even stronger.
Since the affiliation, we have been working diligently to strengthen
and build elective clinical capabilities in orthopedics, cardiology,
vascular surgery and digestive diseases. We have successfully
recruited primary care providers. We launched a new electronic
medical record that helps coordinate patient care and a tele-ICU
program that instantly connects Westerly Hospital with specialists
around our health system. All while we continue to provide expert
24-hour emergency care.
We have so much more to achieve…
together with you.

Patrick L. Green, FACHE
President and CEO
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HYPNOTHERAPY

H

Are You Asking the Right
Questions?

~By John Koenig
Board Certified Hypnotist

enry Ford put it this way “Whether
you think you can or you think you
can’t, you are right.” It is almost as if

Change the Questions You Live
Within Through Hypnosis.

our beliefs hypnotize us for better or for
worse.
The sad truth is that by the time we are
5, 6, 7, or 8 years old we have more or less
figured out our map of the world. This
map is our subconscious belief structure.
We then ask ourselves questions based on
these subconscious beliefs to guide our
behavior. These questions and answers
reinforce our child’s eye view of the world
as a place either of possibilities, challenges
and opportunities or failures, dead-ends,
and threats.
Our analytic mind stubbornly keeps
insisting our childhood conclusions are
right: it discounts any attempt at correction.
The psychological term is self-fulfilling
prophecy. But for many of us it is a series
of self-un-fullfilling prophecies.
Rather than live in “possibility,” we feel
stuck with limited options and habitually
ask ourselves disempowering questions
like:
Why can’t I quit smoking (stop drinking so
much, eating too many donuts, not going to
the gym, etc)?”
Why do I always lose my temper with my
kids (co-workers, wife/husband, other
drivers, etc)?
Why can’t I get out of my own way?

So what is the way out?

Hypnotic Coaching and Hypnotherapy are
ways to change your fundamental beliefs.
This shifts the questions you ask yourself
and resulting behavior by by-passing your
ordinary analytical mind. A transformation
takes place allowing you to live within a
new life story asking and answering new
empowering questions such as:
Why is it so easy to quit smoking, drink less,
eat more consciously, start going to the
gym?
Why do I show amazing self-control with
my kids (co-workers, wife/husband, other
drivers, etc)?
Why am I so confident and at peace?
The hypnosis process is extremely efficient
and effective because it gets to the root of
the problem: how we see ourselves and
the world. Hypnosis is commonly used for
smoking cessation, weight loss, stress
management. But hypnotism is a also a
great supplement to traditional therapy
and, in fact, works anytime you want to
change the way you think, act or feel.
Sound interesting? Then why not find a
hypnotist you feel comfortable with and
try hypnosis for a change?l
John Koenig is a Board Certified Hypnotist
practicing in Warwick, Rhode Island and
Seekonk, Massachusetts. He is also a Hypnotist
Certification Instructor with the National
Guild of Hypnotists.
possibilitieshypnosis.com and
GreaterRhodeIslandHypnosisTraining.com

Help people make important personal
changes as a Certified Hypnotist
Next Class starts

March 12, 2018

GreaterRhodeIslandHypnosisTraining.com
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HYPNOTHERAPY

(See article previous and next
page.)
Rev. Deborah C. Faith
........ 323-7271
The Faith Regression Hypnosis Method
and Energy Healing. Warwick.
www.DeborahCFaith.com

Norma Faraone-Ledgard,
LCMHC, Ph.D. ............... 241-8368
40 Ralls Drive, Cranston
www.neuro4u.com (See ad inside cover.)

John Koenig, CHt ...... 374-1890
Warwick, RI & Seekonk, MA.
www.possibilities.nu
(See ad and article previous page.)

Thought Alchemy
....... 774-991-0574
www.ThoughtAlchemy.guru

Waves of Wellness ...... 475-5286

IRIDOLOGY
IRIDOLOGY

Iridology is the analysis of the iris,
which is the colorful area of the eye
that surrounds the pupil. By analyzing
the iris, a person's level of health and
specific areas of nutritional deficiency
can be identified.

Marie Bouvier-Newman
......... 305-3585
It’s My Health Wellness Collaborative
1099 Mendon Rd., Cumberland.
www.its-my-health.com
(See ad page 58.)

RESOURCES:
✓ Int’l. Iridology Practitioners
Assoc.
....... 888-682-2208
www.iridologyassn.org

www.wavesofwellness.net

KINESIOLOGY

HYPNOSIS RESOURCES:
✓ American Board of Hypnotherapy ........ 800-800-MIND

Kinesiology uses muscle strength
and weakness to pinpoint physical,
emotional and chemical imbalances
throughout the body which can
then be treated with various modalities. It is used to alleviate muscle,
bone, and joint problems, treat
aches and pains, and correct many
areas of imbalance and discomfort.

www.hypnosis.com

✓ The Hypnotherapy Society
www.hypnotherapysociety.com

✓ National Guild of Hypnotists
www.ngh.net
Find a local hypnotherapist.

KINESIOLOGY (APPLIED)

Linda Broadhead, LMT
.......... 741-3093
Visit us online

www.riwellnessguide.com
Be a part!

For advertising info.
call 247-0850 or email
sheryl@fullchannel.net
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1220 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
www.lindabroadhead.com

Nancy W. Sherman, M.Ed
......... 294-3944
Donna Eden Energy Medicine Certified.
64 Pleasant St., Wickford.

HYPNOSIS

Free Yourself From Worry and
Overactive Thinking with Hypnosis

-Cheryl Reynolds RN, CH

I

know first-hand that Hypnosis is
highly effective in helping to decrease
your stressful thinking while bringing
you back to living a calmer, more peaceful life. It helped me so much so that I
became a hypnotist.
I remember a point about 11 years ago
when I would get so anxious before
work. It wasn’t a new job or anything; it
was a place I was at for years, but still, I
used to work myself up in a tizzy. I
couldn’t stop thinking of “what if.” I
wouldn’t eat, which made me feel very
nauseous. I was living a vicious cycle
and it had to stop.
The one thing I found out was that I
was not alone. Unfortunately, it is more
common than you think, and it would
surprise you to know the people who
are screaming with anxious feelings on
the inside. There is nothing to be
ashamed of… if anything you are
stronger then you think as you live a
daily battle in your mind.
Our brain is amazing, but it doesn’t
function very effectively at times. This
conscious part of your mind that is
reading this article is best at moving
you about your surrounding and for its
creativity. It is not good for holding
information. The subconscious mind, on
the other hand is a storehouse as it collects all the input from experiences,

Hypnosis for Stress, Over-Active
Thinking and Constant Worry

It is time to stop dwelling in your past,
or worrying about your future.

Call Today!!
Cheryl Reynolds RN, CH

401-301-4426

www.MindfulLivingHypnosis.com

deciding what is important to keep for
future reference. The interesting part
about the subconscious mind is it only
stores information, it doesn’t decide
what is true or not.
It often contains ‘your version of the
truth’ such as limitations, fears and
beliefs which are not necessarily true.
So, if you kept telling your mind to be
anxious every time it saw a paper-clip,
eventually it would. Even though you
“know” in the background that there is
nothing to worry about, you are in the
mist of these anxious feelings. This of
course, is the body’s way of protecting
you even if you don’t need protection. It
is our reptilian brain that hasn’t caught
up with our modern world. You know,
that paper-clip can be dangerous to our
well-being.
Hypnosis can help “stop” this process.
Hypnosis works by calming and
decreasing that over-active conscious
mind so you can relax. The more often
your body feels this sensation, the more
often it can repeat it, even when you
may feel anxious. As you move into a
relaxed state, it is harder to pay attention to the chatter of the mind. When
this happens, the subconscious mind is
at the forefront which means it is more
open to suggestions and imagery that
can bring a sense of calm as you begin
to feel more settled. At that point we
can use distraction techniques, or
anchoring to reteaches the mind a better
ways of coping so there is less of a
chance to be ‘triggered’ by an anxious
thought.
Just imagine what your life would be
like if you felt good again and didn’t
have to worry about that darn paperclip. Right? l
Located in East Greenwich, Cheryl
Reynolds is an RN and Certified
Hypnotist who specializes in stress, overactive thinking and worry.
www.MindfulLivingHypnosis.com
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MASSAGE THERAPY
KINESIOLOGY RESOURCES:
✓ National Academy of
Kinesiology

Heart in
Hand

nationalacademyofkinesiology.org

✓ Touch for Health Kinesiology
Association ...... 919-637-4938

massage therapy
& wellness

www.tfhka.org

MASSAGE THERAPY
(Also see Rosen Method.)

Aquarian Bodywork
......... 781-264-6929
Linda Nugent, LMT
1099 Mendon Rd., Cumberland

Reiki, Neuro-acoustic Sound therapy,
Astrology. www.aquarianbodywork.com
7VZ[9VHK•>HY^PJR90
  OLHY[PUOHUKTHZZHNLJVT

Healing in Harmony Wellness
Center
...... 949-5533
185 Putnam Pike, Chepachet.
www.healinginharmonywellness.com

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT, RM
...............…. 222-9824

Energy Balancing Bodywork (EBB) conducted in 90 Minute Sessions for Pain
and Anxiety Release, Spiritual
Regression and Mind-Body-Spirit
Connection at Hope Valley Massage.
Discounts for students and when purchasing multiple sessions.
hopevalleymassage.com and amtamembers.com/marksmccarthy (See ad next
page and article page 18.)

Heart in Hand Massage Therapy
............ 467-9193
422 Post Rd., Warwick.
www.heartinhandmassage.com
(See ad this page.)

L. Marie’s Wellness ..... 649-3898
189 Governor St., Suite 103, Providence
www.L-marieswellness.com

WE HELP YOU MAKE HEALTHY CHOICES
E

E

E

E

E

We carry
bulk herbs,
teas
and spices!

VITAMINS ... HOMEOPATHIC & HERBAL REMEDIES
PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS ... LOCAL HONEY,
ACAIBERRI AND OTHER LOCALLY MADE HEALTH PRODUCTS
Unity Radiant Light Spiritual Book Study
A Course in Miracles Study Group
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MASSAGE THERAPY

massage therapy
Radiant Wellness
Massage ... Reiki ... Radiance
Relax, you’re worth it :)

Robin Tanguay, LMT

Specializing in Myofascial Release
and Hot Stone Therapy

401-391-1189

Home appointments
availab le

facebook.com/RadiantWellness

Spinal Massage

A unique massage designed specifically for the treatment and
management of spinal pain issues.
The spinal massage is a 45-minute healing experience that is
my own original design. It is tailored to improve spinal
mobility, gently lengthen and decompress the spine, and
reduce pain while promoting relaxation.

Allison Picard, LMT
342 Atwood Avenue, Cranston

AllisonPicardMassage.com

401.553.0651

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT, RMT, conducting
ENERGY
BA L A N C I N G
B O DY WOR K

Western Massage Techniques combined with Eastern Energy Healing Modalities
CHAKRA ASSESSMENT, PAST LIFE REGRESSION AND SPIRITUAL COACHING
HOPE VALLEY MASSAGE (401-222-9824)
 WWW.HOPEVALLEYMASSAGE.COM 
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Allison Picard Massage
......... 553-0651
342 Atwood Ave., Cranston
allisonpicardmassage.com
(See ad previous page .)

Robin Tanguay, LMT
.............. 391-1189
Specializing in John F. Barnes
Myofascial Release and Hot Stone
Therapy. facebook.com/RadiantWellness
(See ad previous page.)

Tony Tavares ............... 952-5529
781 Edgewater Drive, Blackstone, MA
www.tonytavares.com

West Side Wellness, LLC
................... 274-2225
376 West Fountain Street, Providence
westsidewell.com

The Healing
Process

One thing seasoned bodyworkers

know is that trauma gets stored in
the tissues. Stress, toxins, emotional
trauma, physical trauma: these accumulate in muscle and fascia as we move
through life. We've all got little stockpiles
of garbage hidden away here and there.
It's not unnatural; it's part of living, but
sometimes the dumpster overflows –
and that's when we start to feel pain and
get sick.

Bodywork can help release stored tension or trauma. Sometimes this feels fantastic, but often, we have to experience
the muck as it gets cleared from our system. A mentor once offered me a helpful
metaphor: if you scoop up sludge from
the bottom of a pond, you're gonna kick
up some mud. The water will be cloudy
till it all settles back down again.
This happened to me the other day. I
received a wonderful session that was so
relaxing, I fell asleep in the middle of it.
But almost immediately afterward, I felt
nauseous. That was followed by a flare
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White Light Books & Gifts
............ 944-4130
1462 Park Avenue, Cranston.
(See ad page 66.)

Jenny Xie, LMT .......... 275-3083
Way of Life Wellness.
wayoflifewellness.wordpress.com

MASSAGE RESOURCES:

✓ Associated Bodywork &
Massage Professionals
.......... 800-458-2267
www.abmp.com
www.massagetherapy.com

✓ American Massage
Therapy Association
..... 877-905-0577
www.amtamassage.org

up of my pain condition which lasted
two days. I understood what was
happening, so I didn't panic. I let
myself take it easy while my body did its
thing. I helped it along by doing a sauna.
Then, almost like magic, the pain cleared
and I felt physically more at ease.
There are things we can do to lessen this
effect: be hydrated prior to receiving
work, stay hydrated afterwards, do gentle movement like walking or stretching
to get the fluids moving; sauna, epsom
salt soaks, rest. In my case, I entered into
the session a little sleep deprived, depleted, and sad (and then I requested work
on the psoas muscle, which can bring up
really old stuff), so I shouldn't have been
surprised to feel cruddy afterwards.
The takeaway: sometimes healing isn't
pretty. It's a "process," as they say.
Bodywork is potent medicine. It teaches
us self-awareness, which ultimately leads
to resilience.l
~ from your friends at West Side Wellness

METAPHYSICAL

GRAND RE-OPENING!

Th e

Silver
Willow

HERB SHOP:
Bulk

Herbs
Herbal Products
Custom Blends

EDUCATION:
Over

50 classes
Herbal Apprentice
Program

reiki tretmentspsychic readingsseances and
psychic house partiesparanormal investigating

E-MAIL READINGS JUST $15!
BOOK THROUGH WEBSITE

BOOKS ... MUSIC ... CRYSTALS ... JEWELRY ... NEW AGE GIFTS ... SALT
LAMPS ... INCENSE ... ESSENTIAL OILS ... UNIQUE SPELL KITS ...
54 Fall River Ave. (Rt 6), Rehoboth, MA  508-336-8813
www.thesilverwillow.com
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MEDITATION

MEDITATION

(Also See Zen)

A self directed practice of relaxing
the body and calming the mind.

Providence Zen Center (See Zen)

Kathy Bernstein .......... 338-1317
www.numerologypro.com

Roland Comtois

www.blessingsbyroland.com

June Edward ....... 508-259-1231
juneedward.com
june@juneedward.com
(See ad page 64.)

Transcendental Meditation
Program ....................... 270-1043 Gladys Ellen ................ 935-8451
370 Ives St., Prov.
tm.org/transcendentalmeditation-providence

Heavenly Hugs
410 North Broadway, E. Providence
www.GladysEllen.com (See ad page 64.)

First Spiritualist Church of RI

METAPHYSICAL
(Astrology, Mediums, Numerology,
Spiritual Readings ... )
Lisa Ashton, RN ... 500-1908

Medium, Reiki Master, Medical Empath
and more. Northernlights.one
(See ad page 85 and back cover.)

83 South Rose Street, E. Prov.
www.SpiritualistchurchRI.com
(See ad page 64.)

The Grateful Heart ..... 294-3981
17 West Main St., Wickford.
Readings by appt.
www.gratefulheart.com
(See ad page 64.)

Debbie McBride .. 774-266-6199
Mediumship, Reiki, Trance
Communication and Certified Akashic
Records Teacher. NorthernLights.one
(See ad page 42 and back cover.)

Mark S. McCarthy, MS, LMT, RM
.................…. 222-9824
Spiritual Regression and Mind-BodySpirit Connection at Hope Valley
Massage and The Whole Self, Westerly
(401-596-8830). hopevalleymassage.com
(See ad page 59 and article page 18.)

Sharon McMahon, Rev. ULC
........ 742-2354 or 782-3715
Reiki Master/Teacher, Magnified
Healing®, Psychic readings at
Path 2 Harmony, 133 Old Tower Hill
Road., Wakefield. (See ad page 91.)

Emma Phaneuf .... 857-526-5021
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The Violet Flower of Life
83 S. Rose St., E. Providence
www.emmaphaneuf.com
(See ad this page.)

The Astrology
Trends for 2018

W

METAPHYSICAL

by Linda Nugent

hat are the planets telling us about
2018? What issues will be surfacing in
the near future? Like a beautiful, perfectly synchronized clock moving
through space the sky tolls its hour of
influence bringing events and ideas into
collective and personal view. Big
changes are happening as three outer
planets change zodiac signs. Starting in
October 2017 a big shift began - Jupiter,
the biggest planet in the solar system
changed signs from fair-minded Libra to
mysterious Scorpio. Jupiter will be bringing is magnificence, optimism and gifts to
Scorpio until November 2018. Scorpio is
very intense, deeply probing, and quietly
powerful. Scorpio highlights sexuality,
reproduction, mysteries and the occult,
how we use power and who is manipulating it. It rules taxes, regeneration, birth
and death. What needs transforming? In
Scorpio, the conversation will bring hidden information into the open. I am sure
you felt the shift for just as Jupiter entered
Scorpio a tipping-point event regarding

A

n integrated, holistic
approach to empower you
to live the best life possible!
~ Holistic Tarot
~ Spiritual Astrology
~ Nurmerology
~ Energy Healing
~ Mediumship

Cris McCullough 401-662-6642
in person or phone consults available.

Author of "THE HOLISTIC TAROT"

www.SoulWisdomTarot.com
CLASSES, HOUSE PARTIES,
CEREMONY AND MORE

sexual harassment emerged in Hollywood.
By the end of the year when Venus joins
Jupiter in Scorpio we will feel and act very
differently about this issue, the journey
has only just begun. Using sexuality in a
manipulative way will be “out”. What’s
“in” is fair and equitable appreciation of
the gifts each sex brings to the plate. The
scorpion may seem small and innocuous
but its sting can be fatal, it wields a quiet
power and courage. We can put these
scorpion values to use and trust our feelings, be fearless, speak up for what is
right.
This transformational journey will
extend to property, finances and resources
with the Scorpio / Taurus axis energized
in the sky. Taurus receives a jolt from
Uranus in May 2018 where it will stay for
7 years. Uranus heralds tumultuous
change, invention, unpredictable events
that shake us awake, it rules electricity
and storms. Taurus rules the things we
rely on: water, land, food, money. The
earth is likely to demand some respect in
2018 and we are likely to demand changes
from the powers-that-be to embrace it.

Mary Catherine Volk

Spiritual Teacher,
Medium, Author of
“Believe In Forever -How
to Recognize
Signs from Departed
Loved Ones”

Shamanic practitioner specializing in holistic
counseling for personal Empowerment.
WORKSHOPS •

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

www.believeinforever.today

Maryvolk8@gmail.com 401-741-3478
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In its most positive form Uranus can provide ingenuity and inventions that transform antiquated infrastructure into a better more visionary form. Uranus is in
Taurus for seven years making it a great
time to prepare for the unexpected:
power-outages, fluctuations in finances.
In short, become more self reliant. The
earth is front and center. Watch for technological breakthroughs advancing agriculture, waste/recycling, water, energy
and medicine.
Just prior to New Years, Saturn the taskmaster enters Capricorn where it is very
strong. Capricorn demands seriousness of
purpose and austere attitudes, planning
and hard work. It arrives home just in
time to get the job done! Capricorn’s traditional structures and status-quo
approach will be tested by emotional
probing questions and a loud wake-up call
to get innovative now! Consider how the
Scorpion ended up in the sky. It was the
angry earth goddess, Gaia, who sent the
scorpion to kill Orion to stop him from
killing all the animals of the earth.
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Eclipse Season is in full swing highlighting Leo / Aquarius, individual creativity
and collective humanity. It tells us to be
creative and play but contribute to the
community and the global stage. l

METAPHYSICAL

Q::

THE COMMUNICATORS IN SPIRIT

HINTS FOR RECEIVING

A GOOD MEDIUMSHIP
READING
Author Ruth Shilling interviewed famous
mediums for the series Through a Medium’s
Eyes: About Life, Love, Mediumship & the
Spirit World. The following is an excerpt from
Volume 1, Rev. Anne Gehman.

1. Remain as open as possible and be
receptive to whatever comes through.
Go at a time when you can be relaxed.
Never use alcohol before a reading.
Being passive and prayerful is the best
mode to be in.
2. Do not have a demanding attitude. If
you already have an idea what you
want to hear, that really gets in the way.
A day or two before the reading, tell
your people in spirit that you are going
for a reading and make your requests to
them. Then let it go.
3. Do not have a strong focus on someone in your mind. Do not think strongly
of people’s names or how they look. If
you do, the medium may pick that up
through thought transference instead of
making an authentic connection to them
in spirit.
4. You should not need to tell the medium anything, but you also don’t want to
be totally closed. Wait and be receptive
to what they bring forth. You can confirm what they are saying, but let them
tell you the information. A medium
doesn’t need to know anything about
you.
5. Wait until afterwards to evaluate.
Record the reading. Evaluating while
you are in the reading puts you into the
wrong mode (left brain interference).
Making a recording enables you to save
the evaluating for when you listen later.

Do the people in spirit know
what we are thinking?

Anne: They are very much aware of
what we are thinking. There is a telepathic communication that goes on all
the time.

Q:

GIVING LOVE and ASSISTANCE
Do people in spirit have concerns
about the people here?

Anne: I think they always do, and they
want to be with their loved ones to
assist them. They would not make decisions for us, but they would help us to
see things more clearly, often from a
broader perspective. Of course, it
depends upon their own level of personal development.

Q:

Do those in spirit take an interest
in the mundane things in our lives?

Anne: Many times when spirit speaks
of the mundane things, it is more an
effort to have the individual know that
they are aware of what’s going on in
their lives, and that they want to help
and support them.
Those in spirit have usually grown
beyond the focus on the mundane
things and are more interested in the
person’s spiritual or psychological
growth and unfoldment. However, we
cannot totally separate the spiritual and
the material. This material world is a
vehicle of the spirit at this time, and
many times the material concerns we
have are also part of our spiritual
growth and unfoldment. How we handle the material world and our responsibility–whether it’s money or possessions–isn’t just materialistic. It’s moral,
it’s ecological, so we can’t totally separate the two. l
Submitted by Ruth Shilling, MM.
Wakefield, RI
Email: ruthshilling1@gmail.com and
spiritualmedium1@gmail.com
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Positive New Beginnings
....... 432-7195 or 265-7720
222 Warren Ave., East Providence.
www.pnbholistic.com
(See ad page 91.)

Ruth Shilling, MM ..... 284-2044
Spiritual medium, Wakefield.
spiritualmedium1.com
www.all1world.com

The Silver Willow
............ 508-336-8813
54 Fall River Ave., Rt.6, Rehoboth, MA
www.silverwillow.com (See ad page 61.)

Soul Wisdom Tarot .... 662-6642

Readings in person or by phone by appt.
www.soulwisdomtarot.com
(See ad page 63.)

Elizabeth Spring, M.A.

30 Terre Mar Drive, Wickford.
www.elizabethspring.com
northnodeastrology.blogspot.com

Mary Catherine Volk
......... 741-3478
Spiritual Medium/ Shamanism
Author - Past Life Healing
Narragansett
www.believeinforever.today
(See ad page 63.)

Kian Xie ...................... 545-2557
Uxbridge MA, Woonsocket and
Providence. www.generationxie.net
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MINDFULNESS BASED
STRESS REDUCTION
MINDFULNESS BASED
STRESS REDUCTION

Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction
brings together mindfulness meditation and yoga. Mindfulness practice
is ideal for cultivating greater awareness of the unity of mind and body,
as well as of the ways the unconscious thoughts, feelings, and
behaviors can undermine emotional,
physical, and spiritual health.

Susan Hurd, MA, CAGS, LMHC
.......... 787-2355
Mindfulness based psychotherapist.
www.mindful-livingcenter.com

RESOURCES:
✓ Center for Mindfullness
www.umassmed.edu/cfm/

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

Naturopathic medicine is a distinct
primary health care profession,
emphasizing prevention, treatment,
and optimal health through the use
of therapeutic methods and substances that encourage individuals’
inherent self-healing process. The
practice of naturopathic medicine
includes modern and traditional,
scientific, and empirical methods.

Dr. Sheila Frodermann
.... 455-0546
144 Waterman St., Prov.
www.providencewholistic.com

Dr. Jody Noe, MS, ND
....... 860-495-5688
Natural Family Health & Integrative
Medicine. 82 Norwich-Westerly Road,
N. Stonington, CT. www.drjodynoe.com

NEUROFEEDBACK

NEUROFEEDBACK:
(Also see Biofeedback.)

NEUROFEEDBACK

Neurofeedback makes use of the
brain’s capacity for change to reshape
brain networks. It is a way to directly
train the brain to function better.
Neurofeedback is a research-supported treatment to sharpen attention,
relieve anxiety, enhance mood, and
improve learning, and behavior,
without medication.

Norma Faraone-Ledgard,
LCMHC, Ph.D. ............... 241-8368
40 Ralls Drive, Cranston

www.Neuro4U.com

(See ad inside front cover.)

Neurodevelopment Center
............... 351-7779
245 Waterman Street, Suite 200,
www.neurodevelopmentcenter.com

Dr. Cathy Picard, ND
.......... 597-0477

RESOURCES:
✓ EEG Spectrum Int’l.

NATUROPATHIC RESOURCES:
✓ American Association of
Naturopathic Physicians

NEUROKINETIC
THERAPY

Nature Cures Naturopathic Clinic
www.drcathypicard.com
250 Eddie Dowling Hwy., N. Smithfield
(See article next page.)

www.naturopathic.org

✓ American Naturopathic
Medical Association
......... 702-450-3477
www.anma.com

www.eegspectrum.com

(See article under Massage)

NEUROKINETIC THERAPY

Sophisticated bodywork modality
that can be used as both an
assessment and rehabilitative
technique for pain and injury.

Linda Broadhead, LMT
.......... 741-3093
1220 Kingstown Road, Wakefield
www.lindabroadhead.com
www.facebook.com/lindabroadhead
integratedmassagetherapy
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NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

Naturopathic
Approach to
Managing

“When body systems
that are stressed and
dysfunctional are
brought back into balance
using natural therapies,
symptoms of ASD
improve and in some cases,
disappear completely.”

AUTISM

"We are hoping to find healthier

ways to manage our son's autism".
I ask parents who bring their children to
see me to prioritize their concerns, and I
often see this at the top of the list.
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
currently affects one in 68 families in the
US according to the CDC's website
which also states "There are no medications that can cure ASD or treat the core
symptoms". While this is true, when
obstacles are identified and targeted
support is given there is hope for healing.
Autism is a systemic inflammatory
disorder that manifests as a result of
combinations of factors that create nervous system dysfunction, developmental
delay and behavioral concerns.
Contributing factors include toxic or
infectious exposure in utero and early
childhood, genetic variances, intestinal
inflammation and immune imbalance.
These all affect the nervous system during a period sensitive for brain development
As a naturopathic doctor, part of my
philosophy and my goal is to "find and
treat the cause". When body systems
that are stressed and dysfunctional are
brought back into balance using natural
therapies, symptoms of ASD improve
and in some cases, disappear completely.

Elements of treatment that a
Naturopathic Doctor may
employ in the treatment of
children with ASD:

l Diet and Nutrition: Insuring a
clean, well balanced diet reduces exposure to hormones, antibiotics and nervous system disrupting chemicals. When
food sensitivities (such as gluten or
dairy) are identified and removed, gut
inflammation is reduced. This often
results in the reduction of associated
anxiety, restlessness and agitation.
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l

Nutrient and Herbal
Therapy: Targeted nutrient therapy

can correct imbalances. Kids with ASD
are often deficient in B complex vitamins, Vitamin D, Magnesium and Zinc.
Individual issues in the GI tract may be
targeted with probiotics, herbal antifungals or antimicrobials and gut healing
nutrients. It is important to use quality
products to insure efficacy. Many natural products sold over the counter are
contaminated, contain additives or the
wrong forms of nutrients.

l Homeopathy: A gentle form of
medicine that uses tiny amounts of a
natural substance which stimulates the
body's innate healing capacity. These
remedies may be used to treat certain
systems in the body, or the whole person. Homeopathy is safe for patients of
all ages and does not interact with medications.
l

Drainage and "The Brain
Protocol" : The "Brain Protocol" uses

drainage remedies to gently retrain the
nervous system. The brain develops in
phases and if there is an interruption in
any one phase, future development is
compromised. The remedies used in the
brain protocol restimulate areas of the
brain to allow each stage to be completed in sequence.
Every child is as unique as their healing
path. I have had the privilege of walking this path with children and adults
on the autism spectrum for the past 15
years. I have seen kids who families
were told that there was no treatment
for them make great gains in communication and learning, leave their pharmaceuticals behind and some are now considered "neurotypical". There is always
hope for healing. l
Cathy Picard, ND is a Naturopathic
Doctor in private practice in
North Smithfield since 2005 and has
been working with kids on the
Autism spectrum since 2002.

HEALTHY
EATING
E
ating healthy at a sporting
event is not always easy when traditions of ball games involve hotdogs,
popcorn, and nachos.

But did you know that some of
your favorite local Rhode
Island sporting venues have
teamed up with the Rhode
Island Department of Health
to bring you healthier options?
Dunkin’ Donuts Center and
Providence College Schneider Arena
in Providence and McCoy Stadium in
Pawtucket are all participating in the
Yes Initiative, which helps bring
healthier foods to all Rhode Islanders.
Foods marked with the Yes label meet
the American Heart Association’s
Nutrition Guidelines for Snacks and
Meals. This means that all labeled
snacks are under 200 calories, are
trans-fat free, and have less than
240mg of sodium. Healthy meal
options have no more than 700 calories, contain less than 800 mg of sodium, are low in saturated fat, and
incorporate whole grains and fruits
and vegetables.

The Rhode Island Department of Health Endorses the
American Heart Association’s
Nutrition Guidelines for Snacks and Meals
CATEGORY

SNACK

MEAL

Calories

d 200 cal per label serving

d 700 cal

Sodium

d 240mg, preferably d140mg

d 800mg, preferably d 525mg

Saturated Fat

d 1g

d 5g

Trans Fat

0g, no partially hydrogenated oils

d .5g, no partially hydrogenated oils

Fruits & Vegetables

Include fresh fruit/vegetable with every
meal

At least 2 servings (1-1.5 cups)

Whole Grains

Serve only whole grain products

Serve only whole grain products

Added Sugars

No candy, no added sugars in
beverages

No candy, no added sugars in
beverages

NUTRITION

Why is this important?
Eating a diet high in fruits and vegetables, rich in whole grains, and low
in sodium can reduce your risk of
developing chronic disease.
Unfortunately, pre-packed foods and
snacks, like those you typically find at
a sporting event, are often high in
added sugar and sodium. On average,
Americans are eating and drinking
one-third of their calories away from
home. And studies have shown that
these meals away from home are associated with higher intakes of calories
and saturated fat. The Rhode Island
Department of Health is committed to
changing that, helping to make
healthful foods accessible wherever
your day takes you.
Some of the healthier alternatives you
can find on concession menus include:
fruit cups, veggies with hummus, garden salads, black bean burgers, grilled
chicken sandwiches on whole wheat
bread, and unsweetened iced green
tea. Restaurant and suite menus
include even more options.
So far, fans have been very receptive
to the changes. In a recent survey of
baseball fans at McCoy stadium,
people reported wanting healthy
options available when they attend
games. And last season, unsweetened
green tea was second only to iced coffee as the top seller at the stadium.
Meanwhile, water sales at the Dunkin’
Donuts Center are up by 60%.
Leadership at all venues remain committed to the success of this initiative,
believing that increasing access to a
greater variety of foods makes for an
even better experience for their fans.
Look for the green “Yes” checkmark
by select menu items for healthy food
choices. l
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NUTRITION

NUTRITION
(Also see Herbalists.)

HEALTH FOOD
STORES & MARKETS

(Includes stores that sell organic
food, vitamins/ supplements, &
other wellness products.)
A Market ..................... 846-8137
181 Bellevue Ave., Newport.
www.myamarket.com

Acaiberri ...................... 497-0740
www.acaiberri.com

Back to Basics ............. 885-2679
500 Main St., E. Greenwich.
www.backtobasicsnaturalfoods.com

The Good Seed .... 508-399-7333
138 Central Ave., Seekonk, MA
www.goodseedmarket.com
(See ad page 74.)

The Green Grocer ...... 683-0082
934 E. Main Rd., Portsmouth
www.thegreengrocerri.com
(See ad this page.)
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NUTRITION

The Miriam Hospital

Weight Management Program
For over 25 years, our team of
physicians, psychologists, social
workers, nutritionists, nurses
and exercise physiologists have
guided patients through safe,
healthful weight loss.
Health benefits achieved by patients
after just 21 weeks in treatment:
Average weight loss: 43 pounds
Average reduction in
blood pressure:
from 130/79 to 116/72
Exclusive Rhode Island provider of OPTIFAST
medical replacement supplements.

Two locations:
146 West River Street
Suite 11A
Providence, RI 02904
401-793-8790

Center for Weight and Wellness
1377 South County Trail
East Greenwich, RI 02818
401-606-4177
Now Open Saturdays!

For more information or to enroll in a free orientation
session, call the location of your choice.
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What is Leaky Gut?

Dr. Richard Picard
• Foods – certain foods can by themselves
Leaky gut, also known as intestinal
trigger an immune response in your gut
permeability, is a condition in which the
and you would never be the wiser. Take
lining of the gut, which is only one cell
some of the common foods such as
layer thick, becomes compromised or
wheat-gluten, corn, milk, eggs, dairy
products, nuts and soy products. And
damaged. When this happens there is a
yes, you don’t have to have celiac disease
breach in the barrier system of the body
to be gluten or wheat sensitive.
whereby “things” leak into the blood
• Pathogenic microbes
stream and trigger an immune system
response. This immune response will
• Inflammation
result in inflammation and potentially
• Toxins
lead to an autoimmune response where
• Travel – water borne illness in underyour body begins attacking itself. We
developed countries
will get to the “things” that cause leaky
• Antibiotics – taken orally or those found
gut later.

How does one get a leaky gut?

The current think is that there are one or
several insults to the lining of the GI tract
and this causes openings or gaps either
between the cells or through the cells
themselves. Once this happens various
particles can leak through the gut lining
such as food particles, toxins, bacteria,
parasites, viruses and/or the toxins they
produce, one of which is called LPS or
lipopolysaccharide. LPS can actually be
measured via blood. If this is elevated,
there is a strong chance you could have
leaky gut. Other markers are available
such as Zonulin which is also a strong predictor of leaky gut. The fact of the matter
is that most functional medicine and natural practitioners believe that everyone has
a leaky gut to some degree and the effects
of this can vary between individuals.

Here are some causes of leaky gut:

• Lifestyle factors – stress, not listening to
your body when it needs appropriate
rest, i.e. getting run-down

in our food supply (meat, poultry and
fish)
• Pesticide contaminated foods
• Prescription medications
• Excessive alcohol and caffeine
consumption
• Excessive amounts of refined foods

Symptoms of a leaky gut

• Constipation, diarrhea or both
• Gas and bloating especially after meals
• Fatigue
• Joint pain
• Headache
• Skin rash, eczema
• Depression, anxiety or other mental
illness
• Memory loss, brain fog
• Autoimmune disease (thyroid disease –
Hashimoto’s/ Graves, Lupus, Crohn’s,
Celiac, IBD, RA, Sjogren’s, etc.)
• Nutritional deficiencies, weight loss/gain

(Continued next page)

IS IT TIME TO RETHINK YOUR HEALTH?

From preventative medicine to disease management, Dr.
Picard can help.

Dr. Picard is unique as he looks at nutrition from a holistic
perspective and bridges the gaps between conventional
medicine, natural medicine, diet and lifestyle. Look no further
to achieve results in your health. Call Today.

Richard Picard, D.C., C.N.C.
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342 Atwood Avenue, Cranston

NutritionalHealthNow.com
401.942.6967

NUTRITION

“Certain foods can, by
themselves, trigger
an immune response
in your gut
and you would never
be the wiser.”

(Continued Leaky Gut)

Healing leaky gut

Healing a leaky gut is not as easy as
one may think. The thing is it takes
time, patience and work if you are doing
this on your own. I suggest working with
someone knowledgeable in natural or
functional medicine as this will streamline
things for you. Some suggestions to heal a
leaky gut are as follows:
• Start a food journal and look at what
you are eating
• Look at some of the common food
allergens (wheat/gluten, soy, dairy, corn,
eggs, peanuts, tree nuts, shell fish) and
try eliminating them to see if you feel
better
• Avoid alcohol and NSAIDs
• Limit caffeine intake
• Find out if you have any GI infections
via stool sample testing

.

• Eat more organic whole foods that are
full of vitamins, minerals, and
phytonutrients.
• Supplements such as Probiotics, Lglutamine, Bone broth and Digestive
enzymes can be of significant help to you
Dr. Richard Picard is a chiropractor
and certified nutritional consultant.
He has helped thousands of people
recover from various health challenges
including IBS, IBD, Leaky Gut and
focuses on a holistic approach to healing.
His practice is located at 342 Atwood
Avenue in Cranston. 401.942.6967
NutritionalHealthNow.com

HOLISTIC NUTRITION

FOR A FRESH START TO WELLNESS
H E A LT H I N S U RA N C E
ACC E P T E D 

Call Marcie for a consultation
or professional nutrition counseling

CA L L 401-782-6800
5

P R O F E S S I O N A L CO N S U LTAT I O N
5 N AT U R A L W A L K I N P H A R M A CY
5 C U S T O M H O L I S T I C D I E T T H E RA P I E S

NEW CONVENIENT LOCATION!
213 Robinson Street, Wakefield, RI

Marcie Millar, RD, LDN
Certified in Herbal Medicine

Marcie Millar has been
a registered dietitian and
licensed nutritionist for
27 years. She specializes
in nutrition therapies for health
and illness utilizing
complementary and
alternative care
when needed.

vitaminsmar tdirectionsinc.com
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Herbwise Naturals ...... 596-7815
35 Broad Street, Westerly.
www.herbwisenaturals.com
(See ad this page.)

Nature’s Goodness ...... 847-7480
510 East Main Rd., Middletown.
www.naturesgoodnessRI.com
(See ad page 70.)

Whole Foods Markets

261 Waterman Ave.
.............. 272-1690
601 North Main St. ............ 621-5990
Garden City Center ........... 942-7600
www.wholefoodsmarket.com

NUTRITIONISTS/
DIETITIANS
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Advanced Nutrition
................ 942-6967
Dr. Richard Picard, D.C.
342 Atwood Avenue, Cranston
www.nutritionalhealthnow.com
(See ad pages 10 and article/ad on
page 72.)
...................
Melissa Kirdzik, RD, LDN
www.eattolive.biz.

Eat to Live
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619-0663 Marcie Millar, RD, LDN (Holistic)
............ 782-6800

The Clean Food Coach
...... 835-2428

Vitamin Smart Directions, Inc.
New location!
213 Robinson St., Wakefield.
(See ad previous page.)

Jeannette Bessinger, CHHC
Portsmouth. thecleanfoodcoach.com

Corinne Goff, RD .......... 286-3373
Be The Change Nutrition.
www.btcnutrition.com

Mary Proietta, MS, RD, CDE,
LDN
................ 465-2360
Art of Good Health Nutrition.
610 Waterman Ave., E. Prov.
970 Hope Street, Bristol
www.artofgoodhealth.net
artofgoodhealth@gmail.com

Rachel Roberts, RD, LDN
........... 305-6602
1243 Mineral Spring Ave,, N. Prov.
www.wellnessresolutions.com
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RESOURCES:
✓ Organic Links

www.linksorganic.com

✓ Rhode Island Dietetic
Association .............. 368-9484
PO Box 6892, Prov.
www.eatright.org

✓ Rhode Island Vegan
Awareness .............. 919-2058
www.veganawareness.org
Box 6786, Warwick, RI 02886

NUTRITION

COOKING

WITH

PROS G FITNESS/YOGA G COMMUNICATIONS

Summer Vacation

COOKING CAMPS
for boys & girls ages 7-15

“The confidence our child
gained in ALL aspects of your camp
are beyond our dream.”
“Every week is a great week.”
“Best, most unique camp
I have ever attended.”

“Camp really taught me
to cook healthy.”

“ ... we will remember you and
this camp forever.”
“Cooking is so much fun!”

(401) 294-6800
fit2cook.org
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A Recipe to Fight
Climate Change

There are small things that we can do

every day to fight climate change. Imagine
that these things are ingredients. Now also
imagine what would happen if we all used
these ingredients every day. We may
change our world. We may just create a
planet that will be beautiful and sustainable for future generations to enjoy. In
regard to Mother Earth, this would be a
true recipe for success, made with love.
The ingredients in this recipe are simple
but they may take a little while to master.
The ingredients include using reusable
bags when you shop, buying paper or
reusable straws, while saying no to plastic
straws. Avoiding single use and disposable items, especially ones that are made
of plastic. Speaking up about climate
change to your friends and family, inspiring them to want to make a difference.
Contacting your local elected officials,
making phone calls, writing letters and
speaking up about these issues on social
media. Recycling and helping to clean up
litter. Unplugging your electronic devices
when you are not using them or purchasing a smart energy strip. Switching to
compact fluorescent or LED lightbulbs.
Walking, biking, using public transportation and reducing commutes whenever
you can. Eating vegan meals because as it
turns out, this recipe is also plant based.
Animal agriculture is one of the greatest
contributors to deforestation, water consumption, land usage and global warming. It takes 2,500 gallons of water to produce just one pound of beef. Animal agriculture is greatly contributing to greenhouse gas emissions including carbon
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. You
can reduce your impact and make a big
difference today by going vegan.
"Cowspiracy: The Sustainability Secret," is a
must-watch environmental documentary
for anyone interested in learning more
about the environmental impact that animal agriculture has on our planet. Many
cities and countries throughout the world
are promoting plant based eating as a way
for citizens to reduce their carbon footprint and help to fight global climate
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change. It is imperative that our
diets and lifestyles match our core
beliefs of protecting Mother Earth
and standing up for what is right.
Other benefits of this lifestyle
include personal health and the joy of
knowing that you are not supporting cruelty towards animals. Please visit
www.veganawareness.org to learn more
about the benefits of a vegan lifestyle and
look for Rhode Island Vegan Awareness on
Facebook and rivegan on Instagram.
There is hope for our planet and future
generations, but we must all work together. We must rise and face this challenge
together. These are challenging times for
humanity, but we must have hope. The
human spirit can persevere, and we can
overcome hardships by embracing love,
compassion and service to others and our
planet. We must see ourselves as part of
nature and not separate from it. Nature,
animals and humanity are all connected.
Education, activism and social media are
all helping to facilitate an awakening in
people that is necessary for change. To
learn more about what is being done to
fight climate change, watch the film, "An
Inconvenient Sequel: Truth to Power."

Join me in the kitchen!
Here is an easy vegan recipe for you to
enjoy. This recipe is good for you and
shows compassion and love for Mother
Earth and our fellow Earthlings.
Connecting to animals and expanding
your circle of compassion is one of the
most beautiful things a human being can
do.
This recipe is being used with permission from the Sunnyside Hanne blog,
which can be found online at: sunnysidehanne.com
This recipe comes from the brilliant
mind of local Rhode Island blogger
Johanne, who is a master at creating
vibrant, plant based food. Visit this wonderful blog for more recipes and inspiration!
Hopefully this will be your first of many
delicious and healthy vegan meals!
By Laura Barlow
Elite Miss Rhode Island 2018
President, Rhode Island Vegan Awareness
501(c)(3)

(Recipe on next page :)

Vegan "Crab" Cake Sliders
From Sunnyside Hanne /
A Vibrant Vegan Food Blog
sunnysidehanne.com

Crisply breaded golden exterior, soft
flavorful interior. Easy to make. Fun
to eat. I used a combination of carrot,
celery, onion and red pepper. Use
what you have in the same overall
quantity, just make sure that onion is
one of them. For a sauce I used plain
"yoghurt" mixed with horseradish.
Course: Appetizer, Main Course
Cuisine: American
Servings: 4 people
Ingredients:
1 cup chickpeas from a can
2 cups canned hearts of palm 1/2
inch dice
1 tbsp chipotle aioli or hummus
1 tsp parsley or dill minced
2 tbsp pickles (I used bread and
butter) minced
1 tbsp Old Bay seasoning
1/2 cup breadcrumbs I used Panko +
more for breading
2 tbsp onion minced
2 tbsp red pepper minced
2 tbsp carrot minced
2 tbsp celery minced
1 tsp Dulse flakes
high heat oil like canola

Instructions:

NUTRITION

Place the chickpeas, heart of palm,
hummus, parsley or dill, pickles, Old
Bay seasoning into a medium bowl.
Now really get in there and massage
the chickpeas with your hands, every
time you mush a chickpea you get a
point. I suppose you could use a potato masher but where is the fun in
that? You still want texture but give it
a good mash.
Mince up the veggies you are planning to incorporate, I used carrots, celery, onion and red pepper. Now heat a
skillet and saute them with a smidgen
of oil until the onion and celery
become slightly transparent, about 3
minutes.
Stir the veggies and 1/2 cup bread
crumbs into the bowl with the chickpeas.
Mix well. Cover the bowl and place it
on the refrigerator for 20 minutes or
up to 24 hours. When you are ready to
cook the crab cakes remove the bowl
from the fridge and form balls the size
of your bun. I used a melon baller for
this part because I'm super fancy.
Gently press the balls into a disk
shape. Place more bread crumbs onto
a shallow bowl or plate and press the
patties gently into the bread crumbs
on both sides.
Heat up a skillet to medium heat and
put a little oil in. Sorry guys I'm leaving the amount up to you. I don't use
much oil in my cooking. I probably
used about 1 tablespoon over all. Go
wild! Use as much or as little as you
want, or bake them and forego the oil
altogether. Let me know how it goes.
Cook the patties for three minutes and
flip. Cook three more minutes. This
process will take a few batches.
You are good to go. Place your patties
into toasted bun and condiment up.l
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PET WELLNESS

PET WELLNESS
CARE (Holistic)
Sharon R. Doolittle, DVM
.......... 349-2668

357 Putnam Pike #6, Smithfield.
www.holisticanimalvet.com

Wolf Rock Animal Health
Center ......................... 294-0102

PILATES

Pilates is a form of strength and
flexibility training that can be done
by someone at any level of fitness
including people who have limited
movement or who use wheel chairs.
Pilates promotes a feeling of
physical and mental well-being and
also develops inner physical awareness. Since this method strengthens
and lengthens the muscles without
creating bulk, it is particularly beneficial for dancers and actors. Pilates
is also helpful in preventing and
rehabilitating from injuries,
improving posture, and increasing
flexibility, circulation, and balance.

Elizabeth Hassinger, DVM
710 South County Tr., Exeter.
www.wolfrockanimals.com

Providence Pilates Center
.................... 480-0193

RESOURCES:
✓ American Academy of
Veterinary Acupuncture
www.aava.org
✓ American Holistic
Veterinary Medical Assoc.
......... 410-569-0795
www.ahvma.org

COMPOUNDING IN RI

PHARMACIES

(COMPOUNDING)

(See resources this page, ad and article
following pages.)

5 Lincoln Ave., Providence
www.providencepilatescenter.com

Bayview Pharmacy ..... 284-4505
3844 Post Rd., Warwick.
Bayviewrx.com

New England Home Infusion
........ 821-0600
Coventry
JB Pharmacy and
Compounding ............ 861-1194
1017 Smith St. Providence
www.jbcompoundingpharmacy.com

PILATES

Phusion Rx ................. 823-0000

Benefitness Pilates Studio
............ 886-5661

Rx Compounding Specialists of
RI ................................. 429-0330
Cranston (See ad next page and article

(Also see Fitness.)

333 Main St., E. Greenwich.
www.ripilates.com

Coventry. Ecompundingpharmacy.com
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Peggy Normandin ....... 333-8550 Simpson's Pharmacy
Body Dynamics, 1099 Mendon Rd.,
............. 722-7600
Cumberland. www.bodydynamicsri.com
Pawtucket.

Pilates RI .................... 273-2639 www.simpsonspharmacy.com
Providence, Bristol, RI and Seekonk,
MA locations. www.pilatesri.com
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PET WELLNESS
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What is
Pharmaceutical
Compounding?

PET WELLNESS

An area of pharmacy that some pharmacists pursue is COMPOUNDING.
Compounding can be defined as the
preparation, mixing, assembling,
packaging and labeling of a drug. It is
a customized medication prepared by
a pharmacist according to a doctor’s
prescription. A mortar, a bowl like
vessel made of glass, ceramic or stone,
is used to hold substances such as
chemical powders, tablets, or liquids
to be crushed, ground or mixed. A
pestle, a hand tool, is used for crushing, grinding and mixing substances
in a mortar. An electronic scale is
needed to accurately weigh powders
and liquids. Other equipment essential to compounding can include
capsule machines, capsules, beakers,
flavorings, and a clean room for
preparing sterile medications just to
name a few.
The practice of custom-preparing
medications dates back to the beginning of pharmacy, yet compounding
presence throughout the pharmacy
profession has changed over the years.
In the 1930’s and 1940’s sixty percent
of medications were compounded.
This declined during the 1950’s and
1960’s with the beginning of pharmaceutical manufacturing, specifically
drug companies.
However, in the 1980’s and 1990’s
physicians, veterinarians and patients
again began realizing the benefits of
compounded prescriptions. Physicians
prescribe compounded prescriptions
for a variety of reasons depending on
the needs of the individual patient. A
patient may be allergic to preservatives or dyes, or are sensitive to a
standard medication strength. With a
physician’s consent, a compounding
pharmacist can change the strength of
a medication, change its form (tablet
to capsule, suspension, transdermal
cream), add flavor to make it taste
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better, all to make it easier for the
patient to take, resulting in better
adherence.
Sometimes manufacturers stop producing certain medications that are
not big profit items, but they continue
to be requested by physicians for
human and veterinary use.

Compounding pharmacists
can purchase the raw
chemicals and prepare
some of these discontinued
medications.

The ability to have prescriptions
compounded is especially useful for
veterinarians because it allows specialized dosing for any animal from a
mouse to a horse. Animals often have
variations of the same diseases
humans can have, including skin rashes, eye and ear infections, heart conditions, epilepsy, thyroid disease, cancer
and diabetes. Medicating pets presents unique problems that are often
best dealt through compounding.
Making a medication that is tuna, beef
or chicken flavored for a pet will
result in the owner being able to give
the medicine more easily for better
adherence.
No other healthcare professional has
studied chemical compatibilities of
medications to the extent that pharmacists do. Pharmacists take many
courses in biological sciences, chemistry and mathematics. Most compounding pharmacists complete specialized training in basic and
advanced compounding, sterile compounding and veterinary compounding. Compounding of medications is a
long standing, challenging, rewarding
and traditional part of pharmacy.l
Annmarie Arvanites, RPh, Co-Owner
RX Compounding Specialists of RI

QHHT (QUANTUM HEALING
HYPNOSIS TECHNIQUE)
“Dolores Cannon's method of hypnosis, QHHT, involves inducing an
individual into the Somnambulistic
state of trance through visualization.
A state which under ordinary circumstances is experienced only twice
daily: the moment just before you
become consciously awake and the
moment just before you fall asleep.
Dolores discovered that any individual can gain access to experiences of
past lives they have lived. It was also
exploring with clients in this state
that she discovered an infinitely
knowledgeable and powerful aspect
of each individual that can be contacted and communicated with. This
part of ourselves, as Dolores had
learned, is always present with us
and exists just below the surface of
our conscious mind, so she appropriately chose to label it The ubconscious. The subconscious is what
gave her and practitioners of her
QHHT technique access to past lives
and performs instantaneous healings
when appropriate. Over her 45-year
career, her technique has proven to
be effective on thousands of people
all over the world regardless of their
Age, Gender, Personality, Physical
Symptoms, Religious Beliefs or
Cultural Backgrounds.

QHHT (QUANTUM
HEALING HYPNOSIS
TECHNIQUE)

QUANTUM INFINITY

QIGONG

QIGONG

Qigong is an ancient Chinese health
care system that integrates physical
postures, breathing techniques and
focused intention.

Ann Marie Omweg, ABT
.......... 356-1226
www.riqigong.wordpress.com

Way of the Dragon ..... 435-6502
373 Taunton Avenue, East Providence
www.waydragon.com

RESOURCES:
✓ www.NQU.com

QUANTUM INFINITY
QUANTUM INFINITY

An app that analyzes the human body
based upon their unique voice and
photographic imprint.

Elizabeth Desrochers, Certified
447-3671

QHHT Therapist ............
www.ancientwiz.com

Susanne Dillon .......... 644-8118
Cranston/Hope
SueDillon4546@gmail.com
(See ad page 23.)

RESOURCES:
Elizabeth Desrochers, Certified
✓ www.infinite-wellbeing.com
QHHT Therapist ............ 447-3671
www.ancientwiz.com

RESOURCES:
✓ www.DoloresCannon.com

Visit us online at
www.riwellnessguide.com
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REFLEXOLOGY

RECONNECTIVE
HEALING®
THE

RECONNECTION

Reconnective Healing™ reconnects
us to the universe and to our very
essence not just through a new set of
healing frequencies, but through
possibly an entirely new bandwidth.
The reality of its existence has
demonstrated itself clearly in practice
as well as in science laboratories.

Mary DiSano .............. 263-8828
www.divinelytouched.com

Jackie Van Dusen ....... 284-0363
Hypnosis, BioMat distributor, IET.
Wakefield.
AcornCottageEmpowerment@gmail.com
www.AcornCottageEmpowerment.com

RESOURCES:
✓ www.TheReconnection.com

REFLEXOLOGY

Reflexologists work from maps of predefined pressure points that are located on the hands and feet. These pressure points are reputed to connect
directly through the nervous system
and affect the bodily organs and
glands. The reflexologist manipulates
the pressure points according to specific techniques of reflexology therapy. By means of this touching therapy,
any part of the body that is the source
of pain, illness, or potential debility
can be strengthened through the
application of pressure at the
respective foot or hand location.

Kitty Cook, LMT, Certified
Reflexologist ................... 269-9740
Wickford Village.
www.unwindandrenew.com
Karen Davis ............... 368-8878
2845 Post Rd., Warwick.

Feetflow ....................... 578-3870

REFLEXOLOGY
Nancy Bartlett, NBCR
.......... 714-5722

Happy Feet Reflexology. ARCB CEU
Provider – Workshops. 120 Hour
Intensive Hand Reflexology Certification
Course. 64 Spring Grove Rd, Chepachet
www.happyfeetreflexology.com
www.MYreflexologystore.com
(See ad page 82.)
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Bugsy Armitage, Middletown.

Tami Goulet, NBCR ..... 374-7515
All About You Wellness, 2180 Mendon
Rd., Suite 32, Cumberland.

Earth and Ocean Herbals &
Wellness ....................... 369-4297
Susan Clements, Herbalist, L.Est.,
Reflexologist.
www.earthoceanherbals.com

Geri Marandola, CRT, Reiki Master
......... 524-0333
14 Hayward Street, Cranston.
www.reflexologybygeri.com
(See ad below.)

Lorna McCoy
.... 533-2860

REFLEXOLOGY
Reflexology Association of Rhode Island

LOOKING FOR A

REFLEXOLOGIST
IN YOUR AREA?

Integrative Therapies by
Lorna. 1561 Hartford Ave.,
Johnston. Also Reiki.
www.IntegrativeTherapiesByLorna.com

Linda Menard ............. 369-1540
Certified Reflexologist at It’s My Health,
1099 Mendon Rd., Cumberland
www.its-my-health.com

Visit ReflexologyRI.com

Positive Touch ............. 822-0107
Paivi Murphy ............. 742-1663 Gail Larkin, Reiki II Practitioner,
Certified Reflexologist at Path 2
Harmony, 133 Old Tower Hill Rd.,
Wakefield. (See ad page 91.)

Lori Sklarski, ARCB Certified
Reflexologist ....................... 222-0145

Certified Reflexologist.
111 Doolittle Street, Coventry.

Reflexology with Geral Lee,
Certified Reflexologist ...... 433-8962
In the comfort of your home.

850 Aquidneck Ave., Middletown
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REIKI
Elaine Stoeckle, CRT ... 829-7568 Naomi Kaplan, RMT ... 499-7872
823 West Main Rd., Middletown.

Kelly Urso, NBCR, AAEd
............. 742-3625
Reflexology Instructor.
4 Broad St., Westerly
FootprintsreflexologyRI@gmail.com
www.footprints-reflexology.com
(See ad pag 82.)

Carolee Anna VanCouyghen
....... 523-9311

Also Reiki Master. www.HolisticRI.com
Locations in Narragansett & Providence.

REFLEXOLOGY RESOURCES:
✓ American Reflexology
Certification Board
.......... 303-933-6921
www.arcb.net

✓ Reflexology Assoc. of
America ......... 980-234-0159

Realize Your Wings. Sessions, Classes
and Shares.
realizeyourwings@verizon.net
www.RealizeYourWings.com

Lotus Tree Holistic Healing
............. 651-7252
LotusTreeHolisticHealing@gmail.com
Also offering Coaching.
1300 Park Ave., Ste 2R, Woonsocket.

Elaine M. Grant .......... 741-5490
www.insight-to-health.com

Shabnam Hashemi, RN, RMT
................ 837-1722
www.morningdewhealing.com

Tanya Hastings ........... 556-7570
Reiki Master. Private Spiritual Sessions.
www.reiki-thetahealing.com

www.reflexology-usa.org

Healing in Harmony Wellness
Center
........... 949-5533

www.reflexologyri.com
(See ad page 77.)

John LaCross .............. 258-8058

✓ Reflexology Assoc. of RI

185 Putnam Pike, Chepachet.
www.healinginharmonywellness.com
Barrington

Debbie McBride .. 774-266-6199

REIKI
Lisa Ashton, RN .......... 500-1908
Reiki Master, Northern Lights Holistic,
Portsmouth. Northernlights.one
(See ad back cover and next page and
article next page.)

Nicole Casale ....... 914-216-8660
Inner Love and Light, Warwick.
Holy Fire Reiki Master.
www.LearnReikiRi.com

Barbara Ann Colangelo
......... 440-6671
Johnston. Spiritual mediumship.
www.heavenlywellness.net
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Mediumship, Reiki, Trance
Communication and Certified Akashic
Records Teacher. NorthernLights.one
(See ad back cover and on page 42.)

Sharon McMahon ....... 742-2354
Path 2 Harmony (See ad page 91.)

The Newport Reiki Center
......... 846-3422
Katherine Harrop, B.S., Middletown.
www.reiki-jin-kei-do.com

Cris McCullough, MA, Community
Shaman .......................... 293-5655
Soul Wisdom Healing Arts
www.soulwisdomtarot.com
Northern Lights Holistic, 204 B Clock
Tower Plaza, Portsmouth
(See ad page 63.)

Reiki
Treatments?

REIKI

What are

By Lisa Ashton

T

he great value of Reiki is that
because it is guided by the Higher
Intelligence, it knows exactly where to
go and how to respond to restrictions
in the flow of Ki. It can work directly
in the unconscious parts of the
mind/body which contain negative
Ki-inhibiting thoughts and feelings
and eliminate them. As Reiki flows
through a sick or unhealthy area, it
breaks up and washes away any negative thoughts or feelings lodged in
the unconscious mind/body thus
allowing a normal healthy flow of Ki
to resume. As this happens, the
unhealthy physical organs and tissues
become properly nourished with Ki
and begin functioning in a balanced
healthy way thus replacing illness
with health.
This non-invasive, completely
benign healing technique is becoming
more and more popular. As western
medicine continues to explore alternative methods of healing, Reiki is destined to play an important role as an
accepted and valued healing practice.
During a Reiki treatment you are fully
clothed, and lie down on a massage
like table. You are covered by a blanket, and can use a healing mat during
the session if you so choose. Many
other healing methods can be used
during a normal Reiki healing session,
such as medical empath, (where different areas of the body that are weak
or needing extra attention show up to
the practitioner who is trained in
this), Crystal healing using the crystals to help balance the chakras in
your body. When your chakras are
balanced and in alignment your own
body call learn to heal itself much easier, and it helps prevent illness from

occurring. Cord Cutting with
Archangel Michael can also be done
during the Reiki session, to help
remove negative cords of attachment you may have with
another individual. It does
not remove the other person, but make the relationship a
smoother one.
All of these features of Reiki make
for a wonderful relaxing session of
healing. The practitioners hands are
often above the body and can help
move energy for healing automatically to the place that your body needs it
the most. For example, if you have a
sore shoulder, the Reiki energy will
know to go there automatically…
Many people sleep during their Reiki
session as it is so calming and comforting. More and more hospitals are
using Reiki practitioners to help with
anxiety before surgery, or help with
healing afterward.l
Lisa Ashton RN is a Master Reiki
Practitioner and co-owner of Northern
Lights Holistic in Portsmouth. You can
contact her to schedule your reiki session, or mediumship or Intuitive psychic reading anytime during the week at
401-293-5655 or 401-500-1908

LISA ASHTON, RN






Northern Lights Holistic


(401) 500-1908
Nor thernLights.one
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ROLFING
Myra Partyka .............. 792-4852
Wakefield. www.reikiriworks.com

Pathways to Healing ... 287-4093
Bobbie Schaeffer, RMT, Warwick.
www.reikiri.com

Positive Touch ............. 822-0107
Gail Larkin, 111 Doolittle St., Coventry.

Marg Tudino Reiki ..... 822-3153
Master/Teacher. Since 1998 Hope.
www.Earth-way-studio.com

Waves of Wellness ...... 300-2947
155 Park Ave., Cranston.
www.WavesOfWellness.net

Rita Webb ............ 508-463-8515
Mindful Tides Reiki, South County.
www.facebook.com/mindfultides

RESOURCES:

Casey Kiernan, PhD, Certified
Advanced Rolfer .............. 595-2479
E. Prov.
Greg Knight, Certified Advanced
Rolfer® ......................... 724-8426
220 Waterman Ave., E. Prov.
www.gregknightrolfing.com

Simone Lukas-Jogl, PhD
Certified Advanced Rolfer®
................ 725-4783
100 Lafayette St., #207, Prov.
www.rolfing-providence.com
Jim Tucker, Certified Rolfer
............ 404-0206
Greenville. jtucker911@verizon.net
www.jtuckerrolfing.com

Joe Wheatley, Certified Advanced
Rolfer® ........................... 397-4428
West Greenwich. www.joerolfer.com

✓ The International Center
for Reiki Training
....... 800-332-8112

ROLFING RESOURCES:
✓ The Rolf Institute
........... 800-530-8875

✓ The Reiki Center

✓ Guild for Structural
Integration ..... 800-447-0150

www.reiki.org

www.reiki.com

ROLFING /
STRUCTURAL
INTEGRATION

Rolfing

Rolfing is based in the concept that
human function is improved when
segments of the body (head, torso,
pelvis, legs, and feet) are properly
aligned in gravity. Rolfing attempts
to achieve alignment by affecting the
body’s myofascial system (connective
tissues - fascia - and muscles). This
system supports and connects all
components of the body.
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Boulder, CO. www.rolf.org

www.rolfguild.org

ROSEN METHOD
ROSEN METHOD

Utilizes gentle touch and verbal
communication to help clients to
release suppressed emotions and
subsequently muscular tension.

Karen Kuzminsky, LMT
...... 835-0689
massage-healing-newport.abmp.com
117 Bellevue Ave., Newport

Kerstin Zettmar, LMT
............. 848-0288
Mira Holistic Services, Box 424,
Newport. www.zettmar.com

RESOURCES:
✓ The Rosen Institute
www.rosenmethod.org

6

SHAMANISM

SHAMANISM

Shamanism, the oldest form of
healing in the world, is the practice
of restoring one's sacred connection
to all of life. Shamanic healing
includes teaching and guided
journeys, divination, energy work,
herbalism and nutrition, and special
ceremonies to celebrate important
transitions and cosmic events. The
modern shaman is aligned with the
elements of nature and transmits
this alignment to clients through
his/her healing practice.

Sue Corrigan ............... 263-1536
It’s My Health (See ad below.)

Elizabeth Desrochers, Shaman
............. 447-3671
Shaman, Spiritual Healer.
ancientwiz.com or qhht-elizabeth.com
www.essentialoilsri.com

Sarah Whitehead ........ 270-5443
The Providence Institute for
Contemplative Study & Natural Health
18 Imperial Place, 6A, Providence.
www.theprovidenceinstitute.org

Mary Catherine Volk .. 741-3478
Narragansett.
www.marycatherinevolk.com
(See ad page 63)

SHIATSU

SHIATSU

Shiatsu is a Japanese form of bodywork. The word shiatsu means "finger
pressure", and shiatsu is sometimes
described as a finger pressure massage. Like acupuncture, shiatsu is
based on the holistic system of traditional Chinese medicine, where illness
is thought to result from imbalances
in the natural flow of energy,
or qi through the body. Shiatsu
therapists use finger and palm
pressure to energetic pathways, called
meridians to improve the flow of qi.
Shiatsu calms an overactive sympathetic nervous system, which
improves circulation, relieves stiff
muscles, and alleviates stress.
The shiatsu therapist applies pressure
using his or her fingers, thumbs,
and/or palms in a continuous rhythmic sequence. The pressure feels
more localized, because unlike other
types of massage, the finger pads are
used to apply pressure for most of the
treatment instead of the entire palm.
Certain pressure points may feel
tender, which some people describe
it as "good pain." If you feel any
discomfort or pain during the treatment, tell your therapist and he
or she will adjust the pressure so that
it is comfortable to you.

SHIATSU

(Also See Acupressure.)

Karlo Berger, AOBTA, LCMT
............... 477-2845
Shiatsu Massage Therapist
1 Richmond Square, Suite 120K, Prov.
www.KarloBerger.com/shiatsu.htm

Nancy Web, ABT, LMT, RYT
................. 727-4155
Inner Wisdom Transformational Healing
1184 Newport Ave., Pawtucket.
www.nancyinnerwisdom.com

SHIATSU RESOURCES:
✓ Shiatsu Society

www.shiatsusociety.org
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SMOKING CESSATION

Stop Smoking
Programs & Info.
(See also Hypnotherapy.)

American Cancer Society’s
Complete Guide to Quitting
........ 1-800-ACS-2345
www.cancer.org

American Lung Association
of RI ............................. 421-6487
Freedom from Smoking Program
www.lungusa.org

CDC’s Useful Resource to
Quit Smoking

https://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/quit_
smoking

Surgeon General
Reports Youth and
Young Adult

E-CIGARETTE

Use Poses a Public
Health Threat
The U.S. Surgeon General reports

that e-cigarette use among U.S. youth
and young adults should be a concern
among public health agencies and
parents. The report followed alarming
rates of youth and young adult use of
e-cigarettes. In 2015, about 1-in-6 U.S.
high school students used an e-cigarette in the past month, according to a
press release issued by the Surgeon
General on December 8, 2016. While
nicotine is a highly addictive drug at
any age, the report finds that kids,
teens, and young adults are especially
vulnerable to the long-term consequences of exposing the brain to nicotine, and concludes that youth use of
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Smoke Free

https://smokefree.gov

Rhode Island Dept.
of Health

Visit www.QUITNOWRI.com
to find information on cessation
resources available to all Rhode
Islanders, including free tobacco
addiction treatment counseling by
phone and free nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT) gum, patch, and
lozenges - while supplies last.
Call 1-800-QUIT-NOW
(1-800-784-8669)

Campaign for Tobacco Free
Kids
www.tobaccofreekids.org

nicotine in any form is unsafe. The
report also finds that secondhand
aerosol that is exhaled into the air by
e-cigarette users can expose others to
potentially harmful chemicals.
The report was written and
reviewed by more than 150 experts
and is the first comprehensive federal
review of the public health impact of
e-cigarettes on U.S. youth and young
adults. Such products are known “ecigarettes,” “e-cigs,” “cigalikes,” “ehookahs,” “mods,” “vape pens,”
“vapes,” and “tank systems.”
“All Americans need to know that ecigarettes are dangerous to youth and
young adults,” said U.S. Surgeon
General Dr. Vivek H. Murthy, in
releasing the report. “Any tobacco
use, including e-cigarettes, is a health
threat, particularly to young people.”
The report recommends federal, state,
and local measures to restrict youth
from e-cigarette use, restricted marketing practices, and incorporating ecigarettes into smoke-free policies,
among other measures.

VIBRATIONAL SOUND HEALING
A new web-based resource for parents, educators, and other youth advocates is available at
E-cigarettes. SurgeonGeneral.gov.
Public health officials are also reminding consumers that to date e-cigarettes
have not been approved as a stopsmoking aide. Smokers who are ready
to quit are advised to use safe and
effective FDA-approved stop-smoking
aides such as Nicotine Replacement
Therapy (NRT) gum, patches, or
lozenges, or speak to a doctor about
prescribed cessation medications.
The Rhode Island Department of
Health offers free FDA-approved NRT
products to smokers trying to quit in
two ways:

Call 1-800 QUIT NOW

(1-800-784-8669)
Smokers can get free telephone
counseling and free NRT gum,
patches, and lozenges
(while supplies last).
Spanish-speaking smokers may call
1-800-8-DEJALO (1-800-833-5256).

QUITWORKS-RI

Patients’ doctors can refer them
for free telephone counseling and
free two-week supplies of NRT
(while supplies last). Healthcare
providers who wish to participate
can visit quitworksri.org for
information.

TAI CHI

TAI CHI

Tai Chi is an exercise of sequenced
movements meant for relaxation and
reduction of stress.
Tai represents a culture of eastern
peoples; Chi represents life vitality
or spirit energy.

Dalant Studios ............ 568-9835
www.dalantstudios.com

Charles Westcott ......... 447-6729
www.mindfulcooperative.com

RESOURCES:
✓ National Qigong
(Chi Kung) Association
........ 888-815-1893
www.nqa.org

✓ International Taoist Tai
Chi Society
www.taoist.org

VIBRATIONAL SOUND
HEALING
(See article next page.)

A. Michelle .................. 683-0289
Sound Healing, Gong Therapy.
Portsmouth. drumsinger@gmail.com
www.soundingspirit.com

Gongs of Joy ............... 258-3952
Joy Quinn Blum. www.gongsofjoy.com

Sacred Healing Drums
.............. 855-3583
Doug Verry. Individual drum healing
sessions, drum healing circles. healing
drums and rattles for salew
ww.sacred-healing-drums.com
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WELLNESS CENTERS

WELLNESS CENTERS
(Also See Education & Classes)

Apple Valley Wellness Center
............ 830-5696
27a Cedar Swamp Road, Smithfield.
www.applevalleywellnessri.com
(Ad next pg.)

The Center for Counseling and
Wellness ...................... 398-8944
thecenterforcounselingandwellness.com

Healing Arts Professionals
............. 846-4956
26 Valley Rd., Middletown.
www.healingartspros.com

Northern Lights Holistic
.......... 293-5655
204 Clock Tower Square, Portsmouth.
www.NorthernLights.one
Lisa Ashton and Debbie McBride,
Owners. (See ad back cover.)

Positive New Beginnings
....... 432-7195 or 265-7720
222 Warren Ave., East Providence.
www.positivenewbeginnings.com
(See ad next page.)

South County Hospital
Medical and Wellness Center
............... 471-6740
3461 South County Trail, E. Greenwich.
www.SouthCountyHealth.org
(See ad below.)

Tree of Life Wellness Center
....... 508-336-4242
Seekonk, MA.
www.tolwellnesscenter.com

Urban Bliss Holistic Boutique
................ 585-8700

Hope Artiste Village/1005 Main St. Suite
1214, Pawtucket. Massage, Acupressure,
Botanicals, & More
www.urbanblissri.com

GET IN. GET OUT. GET WELL.
EXPRESS CARE

268 Post Road (Route 1)
Westerly, RI 02891
401-604-2500

3461 South County Trail (Route 2)
East Greenwich, RI 02818
401-471-6740

Open 7 Days/Week
Monday - Friday, 8 am - 6 pm
Saturday - Sunday, 8 am - 4 pm

Open 7 Days/Week
Monday - Friday, 8 am - 6 pm
Saturday, 8 am - 4 pm
Sunday, 8 am - 2 pm
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WELLNESS CENTERS
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Wellness Center
(401) 830-5696

'

''

'

47a Cedar Swamp Rd., Smithfield, RI

www.applevalleywellnessri.com
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WOMEN’S HEALTH/PREGNANCY
Eastside Yoga .............. 301-9792

WOMEN’S HEALTH
& PREGNANCY

Providence. www.eastsideyoga.org

Doulas of Rhode Island (DoRI)

850 Aquidneck Ave., Middletown.
www.innerlightyoga.com

(See next page & Breast Health.)

Educating the Community About
Doulas. admin@doulasri.org
www.doulasri.org

Healthy Babies, Happy Moms
.............. 884-8273
4512 Post Road, E. Greenwich
www.healthybabieshappymoms.com

Innerlight Center for Yoga
............. 849-3200
Natural Fitness Yoga .. 783-9229
76 Narragansett Ave., Narragansett.
www.naturalfitnessyoga.com

Newport Community Yoga Non
Profit Center for Wellness Art
and Music ............ 617-257-5951

312 Broadway, Newport
South County Hospital
......... 789-0661 www.Newportcommunityyoga.com
Locations in Wakefield, E. Greenwich,
One Yoga Center ........ 368-9642
Charlestown and Westerly.
www.schospital.com
(See ad next page.)

142A Danielson Pike, Foster.
www.OneYogaCenter.com
www.youphoria.biz

Open Circle ................. 338-5466

YOGA

410 North Broadway, E. Providence
www.opencircleri.com

All That Matters ......... 782-2126
www.allthatmatters.com
(See ad this page for a free yoga class!)

Breathing Time Yoga
................ 722-9876

541 Pawtucket Ave., Box 105, 2nd Fl.,
Pawtucket. www.breathingtimeyoga.com

Bristol Yoga Studio ... 216-YOGA
13R State Street, Bristol
www.bristolyogastudio.com
(See ad below.)

Bristol Yoga Studio

Your yoga, your practice.

Group Classes
G Private Instruction
G Specialty Workshops
G Prenatal Yoga
G

SIGN UP FOR A CLASS TODAY!

(401)216-YOGA

13R State Street, Bristol, RI
www.bristolyogastudio.com
Facebook.com/BristolYogaStudioRI
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Serving the Rhode Island
community since 1995
FIND YOUR CENTER

Providence ũ East Greenwich ũ South Kingstown

allthatmatters.com

401.782.2126

Come visit us

Enjoy a free
yoga class on us!
Present this coupon at any of our 3 locations

Promo Code: RIWG

WOMEN’S HEALTH
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YOGA THERAPY

Raffa Yoga .................. 463-3335
19 Sharpe Drive, Cranston.
www.raffayoga.com

Santosha Yoga Studio and
Holistic Center .......... 780-9809
275 Reservoir Ave., Providence.
www.yogaatsantosha.com

Maria Sichel ............... 305-5319

Certified Svaroopa® Yoga Teacher at
Time For You Yoga, 2155 Diamond Hill
Road, Cumberland.
www.TimeForYouYoga.com

Yoga Therapy?

Natalie Schiffer .......... 578-9182
www.yourinnerbliss.com
RYT 500, E-RYT 200, Certified
Svaroopa® Yoga Teacher, 700 Certified
Embodyment® Yoga Therapist.
Classes in Cranston and Cumberland.

Studio Exhale ............. 383-0839
1263 Oaklawn Ave., Cranston.
www.studioexhale.com

West Shore Wellness .. 255-9152
459 Sandy Lane, Warwick. Also massage. www.westshorewellness.com

What is

Yoga therapy is a self-empowering

process of developing a personal practice with the guidance of a certified
yoga therapist. The practice is custom
tailored to the individual needs and
goals of the client and evolves over
time. Yoga therapists helps individuals
facing health challenges at any level
manage their condition, reduce symptoms, restore balance, increase vitality,
and improve attitude.

Yoga therapy is helpful for those with
health issues that cannot be appropriately addressed in a group class setting.
The practices are specific and can range
from the use of movement, breathing
techniques, meditation and self-reflection.
Yoga therapists can help individuals
with a wide range of issues.
• Chronic aches and pains such as
generalized low back pain, stiff neck
and shoulders, hip pain, limited
range of motion etc.
• Emotional challenges such as anxiety,
insomnia, worry, and depression
• Health concerns, such as digestive
issues, autoimmune disorders, high
blood pressure
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• Life purpose, grief, interpersonal
conflicts
The International Association of Yoga
Therapists (IAYT) has recently implemented Certification for yoga therapists.
The standards in depth training in an
Accredited school training as well as
supervised and documented case studies. In other words, most yoga teachers
are not yoga therapists. Currently, in
Rhode Island there are 14 Yoga IAYT
Certified Yoga Therapists. l
Karen Lee, of Breathing Time Yoga has
been practicing yoga therapy since 2006
after six years of study with the American
Viniyoga Institute. To learn more about
yoga therapy email to karen.breathingtime@gmail.com or read more about her
approach at BreathingTimeYoga.com

ZERO BALANCING
Yoga Comes to You RI
......... 632-7254

www.YogaComeTtoYouRI.com
The yoga studio that can come to you.

The Yoga Studio ......... 658-4802
99 Pound Road, Cumberland (at the
Providence Zen Center).
www.theyogastudiobrv.com

ZEN

Providence Zen
Center
......... 658-1464
www.providencezen.org
99 Pound Rd., Cumberland.
(See ad this page.)

RESOURCES:

✓ Comprehensive Guide to
Zen & Buddhism
www.zenguide.com

ZENTANGLE
Bonnie Lee’s Holistic Center
.................. 580-4531
facebook.com/bonnieleesholisticcenter
2828 Hartford Avenue, Johnston.
(See ad below.)

ZERO BALANCING
ZERO BALANCING

ZB is a gentle but powerful hands-on
bodywork system that facilitates both
structural balance and a clearer,
stronger flow of energy in the body.

Mary Kay Kinsella, RN, CZB,
............... 270-1830
HeartMath Coaching and JuicePlus
Consultant.

Whitney Q. Thompson, MFT
......... 277-9993
341 Broadway, Prov.

ZERO BALANCING RESOURCES:
✓ Zero Balancing Health
Association
www.zerobalancing.com
410-381-8956
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GUIDE TO ADVERTISERS

INDEX TO OUR ADVERTISERS

Our deep gratitude to our advertisers who care
about the health & wellness of all Rhode Islanders
and who make this guide possible ...

-2ND TIME SPORTS, 35
-ALL THAT MATTERS, 92
-ALLIANCE JCC, 30
-APPLE VALLEY WELLNESS, 91
-LISA ASHTON, 85
-S. ERIN BALDT, D.AC., 3
-NANCY BARTLETT, 82
-BONNIE LEES HOLISTIC CENTER, 95
-BRISTOL YOGA STUDIO, 92
-COMMUNITIES FOR PEOPLE, 24
-COMMUNITY AYURVEDA ACUPUNCTURE, 7
-CORE ENERGETICS ACADEMY, 42
-SUE CORRIGAN, 87
-CROSSROADS MOVEMENT CENTER,
29
-DISCOVER YOU WELLNESS EXPO,
INSIDE BACK COVER

-JUNE EDWARD, 64
-GLADYS ELLEN, 64
-EMERGING ENERGY ACUPUNCTURE, 4
-NORMA FARAONE LEDGARD, PHD,
INSIDE FRONT COVER

-FARM FRESH RI, 17
-FIRST SPIRITUALIST CHURCH OF RI, 64
-FIT-2-COOK-4-KIDS CAMP, 75
-THE GOOD SEED, 74
-THE GRATEFUL HEART, 64
-THE GREEN GROCER, 70
-MICHAEL GROSS, DC, 9
-GROUPSWORKS, 43
-HEART IN HAND MASSAGE, 58
-HEAVENLY HUGS, 64
-HERBWISE NATURALS, 74
-HOLISTIC HEALTH RI, 4
-INNER GARDEN, 36
-IT’S MY HEALTH, 58
-JAHMU CHAI, 35
-JOHN KOENIG, 55
-LILY’S GARDEN HERBALS, 36
-LIFESPAN LABORATORIES, 52
-LIFESPAN PHYSICIAN GROUP, 50
-MANNYS SPORTS, 35
-GERI MARANDOLA REFLEXOLOGY, 83
-CATIE MCARDLE, DC, 10
-DEBBIE MCBRIDE, 42
-MARK MCCARTHY, 59
-CRIS MCCULLOUGH HOLISTIC TAROT,
63
-LISA MCLEOD, 79
-MARCIE MILLAR, RD, LDN, 42, 73
-MINDFUL LIVING HYPNOSIS, 57
-THE MIRIAM HOSPITAL WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM, 71
-JANE MIZRAHI, LICSW, 43
-MOSES BROWN SCHOOL, 25
-NATURE’S GOODNESS, 70
-NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH PLAN, 53
-NEWPORT HOSPITAL, 41
-NORTHERN LIGHTS HOLISTIC, BACK
COVER
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-OM HOMEOPATHY, 46
-PATH 2 HARMONY, 91
-EMMA PHANEUF, 62
-ALLISON PICARD, 59
-DR. RICHARD PICARD, 10, 72,
-PODS, 33
-POSITIVE NEW BEGINNINGS, 91
-PROVIDENCE ZEN CENTER, 95
-QUEST MONTESSORI SCHOOL, 23
-RARI, 77
-REFLEXOLOGY CERTIFICATION, 82
-RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, 11-16, 69, 88,
-RHODE ISLAND HOLISTIC HEALING
ASSOCIATION, 21
-RHODE ISLAND REFLEXOLOGY
ASSOC., 83
-RX SPECIALISTS OF RI, 79
-THE SILVER WILLOW, 61
-SOUTH COUNTY HOSPITAL, 8, 31, 90, 93
-ROBIN TANGUAY, 59
-TEAMWORKS, 31
-UNITED HEALTHCARE, 49
-UNITED WAY 2-1-1, 26
-KELLY URSO, 82
-VIOLET FLOWER OF LIFE, 62
-VITAMIN SMART DIRECTIONS, 69
-MARY CATHERINE VOLK, 63
-WESTERLY HOSPITAL, 54
-WHITE LIGHT BOOKS AND GIFTS, 66
-KARYNE B. WILNER, PSYD, 42
-YALE NEW HAVEN HEALTH, 54
-YMCA PAWTUCKET, 34
-ZENTANGLE, 95

Be
Well.

♥

The Rhode Island Family Guide assumes
no responsibility for errors or omissions.
In addition, inclusion in this book does not
constitute a recommendation or
endorsement of any products or services
by the Rhode Island Family Guide.
All opinions expressed in editorials are
that of the individual writer and not
necessarily those of this publication.
The information in this books is not meant
to diagnose or treat any medical illness.
Ask your health care provider before
starting on any new heath program.

Discover the possibilities
CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL, WARWICK, RI
SUNDAY, MARCH 4, 2018

10AM - 5PM
• Fun & Interactive Event
• FREE Workshops
• FREE Henna By Heather
• Give-Aways Every 30 minutes
• Discounted Early Bird Tickets

Keynotes:

Roland Comtois

Casey Conrad

Author,
Spiritual Medium,
Grief Guide

Author,
Health & Fitness
Expert

Sponsored by:

To Learn More Go to DiscoverYouEvents.com

Full Ser vice Wellness Center offering
over 40 different modalities

TREATMENTS

!

READINGS

By appointment.

!

CLASSES

!

WORKSHOPS

401-293-5655

Acupressure ! Akashic Records Beginner’s Class ! Angel Card
Guidance ! Animal Communications ! Armoatherapy ! Dowsing
Sessions ! Eden Energy Medicine ! EFT (Tapping) ! Energetic
Healing ! Essential Oils ! House Blessings and Cleansings
Human Design Readings ! Labyrinth ! Life and Prosperity Coaching
Massage ! Meditation Mediumship Readings ! Numerology
Past Life Regression ! Psychic Reading ! Reiki I and II Certification
Table Tipping ! Tarot Card Reading ... and more.

Welcome to Northern Lights Holistic!
WITH OVER 20 PRACTITIONERS ...

www.NorthernLights.one

204 Clock Tower Square, Portsmouth, RI 02871

